
IX'?l%UER!IAL FACTORS ACROSS POLICY PROCESS 
STAGES 

Th. s chapter provides an overview of the characteristics of influential 
factors across all policy process stages. As in the previous chapter the 
discussion is centered around geometric figures for each of the factors 
on the AD axis. The figures are faithful to the orientation of the cubic 
matrix which forms the theoretical framework of this study. 
Conclusions drawn from this chapter appear in Chapter 14. 

%me factors are common contextual elements throughout all pofim 
process stages, providing a unifying influence; others are partidar to 
formation or implementation, or to stages within these larger phases. 
Certain actors are motivated by particular influential factors rather thsn 
by others. 

The Nature of Influentid FactorB 

The nature of the influential factors became cleare: during the research, 
including how the adoption of the IB program may intentionally or 
unintentionally affect the environmental factors (plus family welfare) 
which facilitated IB E'evelopment. The following discussion attempts to 
efucidake these matters. 

The reader is reminded that ten influential factors identified in this 
study. Six are environmental factors - economic, educational, social 
{comprising demographic, cultural, historical, geographical), politic&, 
rechnological and international dlffusicn - while :he renaiader are no? 
techmral analysis, family welfare, idealogis and self-interest. 
Environmental factors were defined in Chapter 3 as any smietal or 
institutional condition or circumstance external to the actors. They 
affect whole populations, evolve beyond the control of individuals and 
are often quantifiable by statistical analysis. Clearly the six 
environmental factors fit this definition. On the other hand, family 
welfare, ideologies and self-interest are concerns in the mind of an 
individual actor (which may, nonetheless, be shared by many actors or a 
whole poppttlation); in this study they do not represent group 
phenomena and therefore are not environmental factors, some of 
which can be objectively gauged by saentific enquiry. Nor are they 
beyond the control of the individual. On the contrary, the individual's 
perceptions, thoughts and reactions form these factors; they are M- 
induced and are not brought a b u t  by a third party. They are persand, 
not public. Technical analysis is a different category again. 



scient~fically verifiable statements - for example, "the history course 
deals with the battle of Vlaterloo from an English point of view with no 
recourse to French documentation on the event. There is, therefore, 
evidence of a lack of inrernational perspective." A further example is: 
"the history examination questions require reflection and analysis 
rather than regurgitation of facts." Interested actors with the necessary 
experkise (headmasters, teachers, education officials, university staffl 
may take the IB program and analyse it from a number of perspectives 
such as program objectives, content, methodology, assessment 
techniques or subject profile of fhe diploma to arrive at iheir own 
technical assessment of its academic level, suitability for a particular 

environmental factors such as the economic situation of a country or 
business. Technical analysis of the IB program affects the educational 
context since it adds to the attractiveness or unattractiveness of the 
international educational environment of a school. It is a function, 
rather than a context. In this study it shows which actors performed a 
technical analysis of the IB program and how this influenced their 
subsequent actlon. 

Self-interest and ideologies are personally produced concepts although 
they may be influmced 5jr external pressures such as membership of a 
political party which dlc";ates one's iaeologies to a large wtent  They are 
not environmental factors as are political ideologies which affect whole 
populations. These are individual concerns. 

White fami!y welfare may be a sub-set of the social context, it is much 
more intimate. Actors influenced by this factor tended to be personally 
involved as a member of the family king  affected. It is again this 
personal response which distinguishes these fow factors from the 
environmental context. The latter is exterior to the individual whereas 
these other faci~f~ are personal concerns in the mind of the individual. 
Rather than being external environmentai conditions, family welfare, 
ideologies and self-interest pertain to inner conditions of the 
individual and technical analysis involves a personal response to fairly 
objective data. 

The Effect of IB Adoption on Influential Factors 

Once the IB is executed, it may have an effect on the factors which 
influenced its adoption through one or more stages of the palicy 
process. This is a concept very much related to systems theory whereby 
the output, here the execution of the IB program, then feeds back into 
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the environnlent whence it was produced. This may or may not alter 
elements of the original environment and the alteration, if it  occurs, 
may be intentional or unintentional. For example, adopting the IB in a 
school d w s  not improve technology, but the existence of technologicai 
advances facilitates the adoption of the ID by providing more rapid and 
sure means of communication across the world. On the other hand, 
each nebv schmi or universiky that teaches and accepts the W 
automaticallv improves international diffusion which becomes 
~or res~ondin '~ ty  more powerful. A school would not adopt the IB to 
i m p r o v e  international diffusion but it may adopt the PB because of 
kr;oa?lr.dgt~ about it via this factor. 

Once adopted, the IB has a negative effect on the economic context of a 
school or an education authority because annual registration and 
zxaminarion fees of approximately 12 000 Swiss francs (in 1992) are 
required. This was not, hoivever, the case when it was first introduced 
ii;:o :he 1n:emational School of Geneva and other schmls as a trial; the 
registration fee came after the London met ing of some IS school heads 
and Alec Feterson in 1976. On the other hand, in some schools the IB 
replaced three or foui national examinations thus increasing eiass sizcs 
and intentior~atly producing more economically viable teacher-student 
ratios. The introduction of the I 3  changed the educational context of 
the school and of an education authority or government (if a state 
school) - an internationl educational dimension was now intentionally 
created, There is also an improvement in !he cultural context in that a 
rnuiticuitural curriculum perspective is inlentiona!ly introduced. The 
I 9  program is often implemented in schools with many varied ethnic 
groups. It brings them together doing the same program so that 
iniercultura! understanding takes place and enriches their lives; input 
from the students comes from varied cultural view points. The 
egucatiijnz~ and L ~ . L U L  ,. .I...- a, I r- ,,ctois are obviously inter-ida:fd. 

The demographic movement of students is intentionally facilitated by 
the IB program ~ ~ which allows access to universities world wide. The 
gmgraphicai distribution of IR schuoSs is affected when a new school 
adopts the program. Sometimes this is as a result of deliberate efforts on 
the part of the f R  Office to engender interest in certain countries, thus 
-... *-;driiing the peatis: ispiit from different ~wttures into ~urricularn 
i?eveiop&ent and assessment techniques. For example, 18 interest has 
been evident in the Eastern European bt& - Hungary, Czechoslovakia, 
Rumania, Fn!and, ex-Yugoslavia and the ex-USSR - and there was a 
fz~mnkiorral tour of Australia in 1988 which resulted in some eleven 
aew 19 s r h m : ~  in that country in the ensuing three years. There may 
be, tnen, inten60n on the part of the IBO to widen the geographical 
spread, but an individual schwf would not adopt the IB to 
inientianaily alter or enhance this factor. (This is similar to internatio~~l 
diFiusionL 



definition stage: the League of Nations (1920), the birthof the 
International School of Geneva (1924), Meyhoffefs 197% attempt to 
launch a m n f u ~ i i k  internationale, world history and geography coxrses 
by Maurette and Dupuy, the UN, UNESCO (19451, the CIS (1949) and 
ISA (1951). The adoption of the IB program did not alter the events 
comprising this environmental factor which did, of course, play a role 
in the eventual development of the IB. 

The political context consists of ttio aspects: pariy politics and interest 
or power play between individuals. IB adoption may or may not affect 
the party political context. If a government is against the introduction 
of a private, "expensive" international diploma which "would be in 
competition with the national university entrance qualification" then 
the IB program is unlikely to be accepted into a state schml. If, however, 
a number of private (non-state) schools adopt the IB in a particular 
country, there may, over time, be a change in attitude by the same 
government, dthough this is improbable. It is possible, however, that a 
non-coopeiative government could be persuaded to adopt the IB 
through the formation stages of the policy process. For example interest 
group aggregation by parents making a public plea for an international 
curriculum may result in the item being brought to a cabinet agenda 
and a final favourable decision if lobbying has produced support from a 
significant proportion of the population and the government fears an 
election backlash on the issue. This is, however, during the formation 
phase; it is not a change in political climate as a result of execution of 
the 18 program. 

With reference to vowor struggles, the adoption of the TB may simply 
reinforce that X ha- itluence over Y because oE 
. legitimate hierarchical superiority; 

the reputation and respect that X has eamt: or 
. X 's  financial influence. 
It 1s unlikely to alter the power relationships th3i cuists because these 
relationships facilitated IB adoption. The influence of elite actors such 
as hlotintbatten, Gmrrnaghhigh and Peterson with ministers 2nd 
d~plomats, is very much part of the political context. 

Family welfare is intentionally improved by the introduction of the IB 
as it facilitates international family mobility and reduces the hardship 
of breaking up  a family unit to ensure an uninterrupted education for 
the children. The inter-relationship between this factor and 
demography is obvious. Family welfae is included in Figure 13,l as 
part of the environment but the reader is reminded that this is an 
influential factor in which actors were personally involved. 

Ideologies an? self-interest are personal factors not related to the 
environment. The effect of I0 program adoption an  these factors is, 
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therefore, not considered although it is likely that actors' idmlogies may 
have been altered as a result of IB adoption which created new interests 
and therefore reshaped beliefs and values. Likewise the effect of I 3  
adoption on technical analysis is not discussed as it was a function (not 
a context) performed by actors before a decision was made to accept the 
program. 

Figure 13.1 is a visual summary of the above discussion. It represents in 
systems model form the effect that execution of the iB  program had on 
the environmental factors which contributed to its development. 

Influential Factors and the Conceptuaf Framework 

Figures 13.2 to 13.11 are verticai slices of the conceptual framework 
providing a visual representation of the influence of environmental 
and other factors across stsges of the policy process and upon actors. In 
keeping with the conceptual framework discussed in Chapter 3, these 
figures maintain the same geometric perspective and mgle of vision; 
they have, therefore, a mirror image orientation with respect to Figures 
32.1 to 12.9 of Chapter 12 representing the involvement of actors across 
pol~cy process stages. The tripartite interdependence of the matrix of 
Chapter 3 - policy process stages, actors, influentid factors - is respected 
as cubic spaces are filled only when all three charaEteristiss are active. 
Here, influential factors are the constant. 

For each of Figures 13.2 to 13.11 the occurrence of a number of cubic 
spaces at a particular stage indicates the diversity of actors playing a 
major role - actors who are influenced by environmental or other 
factors. This is not an indication that the influential factor was more 
prevalent at one stage than 3t another, that is, the relative influence of a 
factor or. different stages is nat shown. For example, in Figure 13.6 
feconomic context) one cubic space appears for the design stage (AB5). 
This d w s  not mean that the economic context was less important 
during tkis stage than during the administration stage (AB6) where 
four cubic spaces are hatched in. It indicates that, during the design 
stage, fne only actors to be greatly influenced by economic 
considerakions ?:ere fending orgttrisations (ACS) while four types of 
actors were affected by this factor during the administration stage: 
headmasters (ACI), funding organisations(AC6), education officials 
(AC7) and non-education professionals (AC9). 

Hence, the economic context influenced more categories of actors 
during the administration stage than during the design stage, but the 
intensity of the influence for a particular set of actors at any policy 
process stage is assumed to be similar. The influence of each factor 
across policy process stages is now discussed. 





The preceding discussion on the nature of influential factors attempted 
to explain the place of technical analysis in this study as a function 
whereby objective data are analysed and have an impact on actors who 
performed the analysis. 

Actors may adopt the IB because they are impressed by its educational 
value in terms of content, assessment and international objectives; 
these aspects are best appreciared through technical analysis of the 
program by those with a background in education: headmasters, 
teachers, education officials and university staff. The analysis must 
have dready taken place for this factor to come into existence and to 
have a positive or negative influence on lB acceptance. Technical 
analysis played no role during the policy formation phase. The final 
policy decision had no technical srecifications concerning the content 
and academic level of the internationai diploma - this was to be left to 
the designers of the program. Hence, technical analysis became a prime 
consideration during the implementation phase as Figure 13.2 
indicates. 

Non-education professionals such as politicians are influenced by 
technical reports from acknowledged experts. This category is not, 
however, included in Figure 13.2 because these actors did not look at 
the IB program in detail; they relied on advice from educators whom 
t h w  respected and they then acted supportively. 

At the design stage (A85) education officials (AC7) working for 
education ministries around the world examined the first 
contemporary history course and fourty encouraging responses were 
received during early 1953. UNESCO education experts also exarnined 
the program af the IE in detsil and, p!eased with its deve~opme~f ,  
continued to award a number of small contracts associated particularly 
with program design: development of individual subjects, assssment 
techniques and evaluation with a view to improvement, 

During the administration stage (AB61 marketing of the IB to schools 
depended very much on the reaction of headmasters {ACl) and 
teachers (ACZ) after close scrutinv of the course. That the schools 
accepted it was not, however, enough; they needed to know that 
students coufd enter universities with an 1%. The technical analysis 
factor was of most importance far university staff who had to be 
assured that the academic level was eqr;ral to that of university entrance 
qualifications such as "A" levels, Advanced Placement, the French 
baccalaureate, the Maturitk FPd4rale. 

The funding organisations had their own education experts who 
judged, after technical analysis, that the IB program deserved financial 
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Figure 13.2 The Influence of Technical Analysis on Actors Amss Policy 
Process Stag- 



~ e n t u 6  Fund h a d A ~ a y e r  and the Ford Foundation had k w l e s  and 
Tyler who are represented in Figure 13.2 as funding organisation 
pkrsonnel (AC6) and not as education officials (which they also were). 

During the execution stage (AB71 teachers were delivering the 1s 
program because they were satisfied with its cuntent, academic level 
ind appropriate assessment techniques. People accepted appointment as 
IB examiners after technically anaiysing the content and assessment 
requirements of particular subjects within the broader context of the 
aims of the PB program Technical analysis was, then, a fur.darnenta1 
influential factor for examiners who came from the following 
categories of actors: teachers, university staff and education officials 
(usually working for a ministry of education or an examining authority 
with responsibility for a particular subject area). 

Technical analysis is a traditional pare of the rational model of decision 
making and rherefore brings a certain scientific objectivity to the policy 
process. It is a compe!l?ng influence for university staff in particular, 
who must he satisfied that the standard of the IIB diploma is sufficiently 
rigorous before they will arcept IB diploma holders. Teachers and 
headmasters also checked its academic credentials before adopting the 
IB. 

Family Welfare 

Keeping the family together by finding schooling abroad which 
adequately prepares the internationally itinerant child is ihe most 
important aspect of family welfare. Questions to be addressed are: c s t ,  
curnsulum, exarniqations, language of instruction, location, security, 
adaptability and universrty recognitirrx in the home country and 
abroad. 

The family welfare factor concerns only parent actors (AC3) - see Figure 
13.3. Famly welfare was an integral part of the problem definition stage 
(AB11 and was linked, of course, to the demographic factor of 
inkernational mobility. 11 was also ~mportant during the aggregation 
stage where the ISA was formed as a grouping (AB21 of parents 
concerned about their children's education and future access to 
university. 

Family welfare did not play a role in agenda setting, unless indirectly 
arid unobtrusively. At the decision stage (AB41 Goormaghtigh, Cook 
and other parents comprising the vast majority of the ISA executive, 
wexe decision makers directly affected by the problem: hence, ihe f a d y  
welfare factor had camiderable weight as they arrived at their policy 
decision. 
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Figure 133 The l ~ v e n c e  of Family Welfare on Actors Across Policy 
Process Stages 
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A threat to family unity prcvoked parents, as indirect consumers of the 
IB via their children, to seek out IB schools at the execution (AB7) stage. 
This spared leaving elder children in the home country to complete 
prpuniversity studies while the parents worked abroad. Action, then, 
was taken because of concern to preserve and attain an acceptable level 
uf family welfare. &cause of the personal involvement of actors as 
members af the family whose welfare was in jeopardy, this factor had 
c.snsiderable emotional and therefore forceful impact. 

Ideofogies 

Ideologies, beliefs and values are assumed to be similar in this study. 
An idm!ogr is a vision fourtded on b~liefs or values. Collective 
ideo!ogies which pertain to a whole population or large group form 
part of the cultural (social) and political environmental factors. 
"Idtwlogies" as a separate influential factor in this study connotes the 
y ~ r s a n a i  bciiefs of actors which direct behaviour ihroughoai the poiicy 
process; these beliefs may be shaped by the local or international 
environment and they may be at odds with the collective ideology (of a 
government for example). 

The prevailing ideology of actors associated with the deveiopment of 
the iB had three derivations. One was active service in or experience of 
the Second World War. Kurt Hahn (headmaster) escaped Germany after 
he publicly refused to allaw his school in Salem to bow to the doctrines 
of h'azisnr. We founded Gordoristoun In Scotland an principles of 
internationai tolerance and cooperation, respect for all ethnic groups, 
aiid a firm belief in adveniure pursuits as a means of building trust 
between people as well as contributing to physical development. 
Mountbatten, Rear-Admiral Hoare, Sir Laurance Darvall (non- 
education professionals), Peterson (headmaster, university staff, 
education official), Cole-B&er (headmaster), Goorrnaghti~h (parent, 
non-education ~rafessional) and Gerard Renaud (teacher,education 
official) were e6te actors who had all actively served during the Secend 
World War and were convinced of the futility of the human losses that 
occurred because of suspicion, intolerance and the quest to vanquish 
those nor sharing the same belief?. They, alorg with countless others, 
were committed to avoiding a Third World War and saw the 18 and the 
Utt'Cs as tangible steps in that direction. Madame Maurette 
(headrkislress) and her staff had experienced the uprooting of her 
school at the outbreak of the Second World War ;vhen Oats fled with 
the children fo the relative safety of south-west France, near the 
Spanish border (Oats 1986: 63-66), She was an avowed reformer for 
world peace and was motivated by this ideal to construct the world 
history course and her father, Professor Dupuy, the world geography 
course at the International School of Geneva. 

A second ideological derivation is the employer for whom some actors 



worked. The majority of parent actors such as Pickard and Cook were 
emptqa3 bv the m or its agencies whose mission was to work 
to&ards world-wide cmperatian. Goormaghtigh, an iniernational 
ia~rt.er by [raining, was director of an organisation whose very title 
dis&ust'd the values on which it was founded: the European Office of 
the Carnegie Endowment fur World Peace. Yke actors' personal visions 
were> thent, shaped by the collective idwdogy of the organisations for 
whom they wctrkd. It is albo important to note that their beliefs were 
airnvst certainly a l read~ in tune with those of &eir employers before 
nccepsting posts in that ideological context. Once empl&yed, their values 
would be refined and honed by the organisation. 

A third origin of beliefs is religious commitment. An unknown 
number of teaches and administrators at the Inte~rrational School of 
Geneva had an ideolop based on Quaken'sm. Leach was a Q ~ a k e r  and 
*V ;S S rr,siruIian, A..-'-- Oats [ a  Quaker and headmaster of the Friends School, 
Hobart, Tasmania f ~ r  many years), went to the Geneva school through 
contact with severai Quaker teachers who were there in 1939 and later 
in 1450. A fundamental tenet of Quakerism is to strive for world peace; 
this explains why a number of Quakers are attracted to international 
schmis. The Quaker movement itself has a few such schools in several 
.sountrics. Leach and Hatinguais (the French Inspectressf are two key 
actors who were known to have been propelled into workir.6 for the 
develapn'ent of the i R  partly by their Quaker convictions. 

Be!iefs guide po!icy ac:ions which create new interests. These interests, 
in turns may a i t ~ r  the ideulogy of afters. Horoivitz 11459: 227) identifies 
1 3 ~ r  gcnerai sources of ideulcrgies: 
1 inrn~atioe events such as a new ruling political party or ethnic group; 
2 reupxi fiir "iessons of experience"; 
3 cammitments not easily broken with impunity; and 
4 caliective aspirations and mncerns which create patterns of relations, 

When ideologies stem from war experience, the general. source type is 
number two a'mve; the human and material devastation serves as a 
lesson - it anchors beliefs in the minds oh individuals who have live6 
ihm-rtgh the experience. Number four is also a possible subsidiary 
source of kiiefs since dggregatians of like-minded people occurred. 
Ideology shaped by the employing organisation finds its main 
inspiration ill Horowitz's fourth category - collective concerns and 
aspirations - as the individuals were grouped together by  virtue of heir 
empioyment. Religious ideology finds its main source in the third 
category. Quakers piedge a comn6hent to promote world peace 
(arnongs* other things), a commitment which must be upheld to 
maintain faith with Quakerism. 

This research has not shown that person& kliefs are as fickle and 
inconsistent as l-iorowitz (IY8Y: 2781 states. National ideologies are more 
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eifectir and fluid as governments change, but the actors in tbis study 
stnicaliy maintained their ideoiugical path throughout the iJ3 policy 
pruc~-f.ss, suneiimes in the face of government opposition. When the 
sources oi the vision are p~ofclundtv personal - religion and war 
erperienii. - the duration of the id&logy is likely to be life-long. Since 
the I.eague oi Nations and the UN were found& kc prevent future 
world wars, these interr~ational organisaliclns possessed an ideology 
which had a strong, emotive attraction for its employees. 

Figurn 13.4 shil%vs that headmasters (ACI), ?arents tAC3) and non- 
education professionals fAC9) were influetlced to act in more &an one 
stage of <he policy process by their idmiogies. This factor is equally 
present during the formation and implementation phases. During the 
problem definition stage iAB1) headrnnstel-s such as Cole-Baker and 
t-Iahr; :the iounding inspiration for Aiiantic College) shared a vision 
concm?inq a peaceful, cooperative world as did Goormaghtigh. The 
non-educdtion professionals linked to Atlantic Colege - DarvaII, Hoare 
{wP,o became the headmaster but had s military and diplomatic 
baikp~ow.d) 3nd Base - supported H a m s  idealism and concern for 
wc~rid cocperalion. They were influential figures who invested their 
rime and energies (and mnney in the case of Besse) towards the 
achie.,enrent of this ideology. 

During the aggregation stage (482) the 1950 Course for Teacher? 
Interested in Lrtematio::al Education and the 1952 Conference of 
Teachers of Sacial Studies in International Schools, Lwth held at the 
inierp-,:ional Schm! of Geneva, are the key instances of teachers iAC2) 
pined together by a s h a r d  ideology. In 1959 teachers rvmted to 
enhznce inkerriationai cooperation through curriculum development 
over the whoie range of subjects. In 1962 leachers were again brought 
together to work towards reducing world conflict bv inkrodudag an 
international perspective into the teaching of the s ida l  sciences. The 
15-4 was created by parents and brought them togekher (later with mere 
participation from headmasters), motivated by a shared vision 
concerning the need to inculcate attitudes of international tderance in 
mr -vaukh. These aggregation3 of parents and teachersl propiled by 
their ideologies (althaugh ideoiogv was not the only influential factor 
during the aggregation stage), were very important in drawing the IS 
idea to the attention of the decision makers (agenda setting AS31 who 
cornprised some of the parents of the ISA aggregation. Cole-Baker was 
the headmaster who was so disillusioned by the Second World War 
that he wanted to return to teaching and p ~ l t  his faith in the young to 
work towards a r n u ~ a l l y  respectful, peaceful world. He was an 
important actor who brought the It3 idea to his board members, a 
number af whom also held key positions in the decisi~n making twdy 
of ISA. 

Gm2rmaghtigh, Cook and other ISA parents (AC3), together with Cule- 
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Baker and Rquette (headmasters ACI), were: responding, amongst 
other things, to ideological concerns when they took the decision (Am) 
to ask the International School of Geneva ro proceed wlth the 
contemporary history program and to investigate the extension of this 
to other subjects. 

The design stage IA85) is the most technical pzut of the policy process. It 
concerns program development asld plans about what would be needed 
to execute the program. Factors other than personal ideologies 
~nfluenced the work at this stage. 

During the administration stage (AB$), the promotion of the TB was 
undertaken by IB&, education officials (AD71 such as Peterson, Renaud 
and Bonner and by non-education professionals (AC9) such as 
Moilntbatten and Gmrmaghtigh (formerly classified as a parezt actor), 
all convinced of the contribution the progarn would make towards 
wor!d peace This same vision motivated the IBO staff and 
Goonnaghtigh to attack other administrative tasks such as marketing, 
provision of human and material resources, program delivery and 

UNESCO (AC8) took a decision during the administration stage not to 
include the IB Office as one of its affiliate organisations wikh on-going 
financial and educational assistance. Ideologically UNESCO was 
working towards international peace and cooperation with particular 
emphasis on developing countries - this was the reason for its existence 
- but it sought to achieve this goal via national education initiatives 
and exchanges of information and people and not by supporting an 
ilriernational university-entrance diploma for financially secure 
students from the de-reloped world. 

During the execution stage (AB71 some headmasters (ACI) were 
influenced by their desire to unite mankind and avoid 
misunderstandings and intolerance when they adopted the IB m their 
schools. Two notable examples are Sa'd at the National College, 
Choueifat, Beirut and Irvine ai Xxanzamin International School, 
f eheran, 

An actor may be propelled into action because of his or her existing 
beliefs; such action then contributes to the realisation of those beliefs. 
Lord Mountbatten, for instance, wished to avoid YJorld War Three - his 
actions to gain acceptance cif the IB and the W C  concept were all 
calculated to rr.ove closer and closer to the attainment of hls ideology 
through inculcating attitudes of world citizenship in young people ~t 
school 



Self-interest is usually considered an undesirable, egotistical 
characteristic; on the other hand, i t  can be a natural, often positive and 
legtimate reason for action. Actors who are prepared to -&have in ways 
that clexly sacrifice the larger good for persmal wlf-advancmmt a r  
comfort are displaying the negative aspect. This type d self-interest is 
r&reiy, if ever, admitted by incumbents themselves and i s  therefore 
difficult to ascertain. Observed behaviour and changs of status of an 
actor prior to and after u-iticai events i s  one way of monitoring action 
driven by self-interest. 

Figure 93.5 irtdiceat~ that the self-interest factor was discernlbte only 
&ring the administration (A%) and execution (AB71 stages and then 
only by shidexts MC:) and -miversity staff (AC5). Compliance with 
policy decisions depends on legislation, punitive enforcement by law or 
self-mteret, according to Anderson (1984: 94). The Ii3 studmts are a 
voluntary constituency since, wherever the parents might be placed in 
the world, a student can always do the IB in a barding s c h d  if a local 
school d w s  not offer it, sacrificing family cohesion, or can choose not to 
do it. Hence those who take the program do so in the knowledge that it 
will serve their interests by opening many educaeona~ opportunities 
on a global scale. This is a perfectly legitimate influence of self-interest. 

One of the influences on the acceptance of the IB by university 
admissions officers was that i t  made their task easier, which was 
obviousiy to their advantage. (If also provided for more equitable 
treatment of students applying for university admission from different 
countries; adopticn of the IE led to an improvement of the educational 
context far university acceptance). 

This factox i s  difficult to gauge because most actors would br reticent to 
divulge such a personal, albeit perfectly admiszible, infiuential factor. It 
may also well be that self-interest really played little or no part in 
propelling other actors associated with the IB into action. Consider 
L~pach, for example. He was a major instigator for international 
curricufurn development, particularly in history. Withoat his impetus 
the IE may never have come to fruition. There is some evidence to 
show that he was not motivated by self-interest. Firstly his Quaker 
faitn, to which he has been very eornmit?e=! throughout his life (Leach 
interview 1991), forbicis egotistical rurtsideraeon of the self before 
others. Quakerisrn is founded on p-wqts  of taleranee towards all races 
and religions, and a b v e  all on the promotion of peace and equanimity. 
There is mush giving of the self to cthers through humanitarian 
service and charity. Secondly, 0bse~akion of his status both kfo:e and 
after the launching of the IB during the 1960s quite obje,jectively shows 
that LE; -h, after his ISA one year rwmultaacy, returned happily to the 
ciassrwm and tus post as head of history at the International School of 
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Geneva where he remained until his retirement. 

Leach oifers further evidence to support his unselfish involvement 
when he talks about his first tentative approaches to the Ford 
Foundation. 

it i~ abmhtrly corwt ihat i k  Ford Foundation wanted a man oi the sature of 
Peterson in order to start to invest money. 1 was "ozdy" a teacher. And nriously I was 
a teacher who had the vcxetion to mntinue to teach. I know Ru=ll C&, head of 
the ISA, was a m t d  that after a year's eonstilt;incy, I went back to teaching (Leach 
sorrespnJere 1W1). 

This dws not mean that, had he moved on to become, say, director- 
general of the IBO, as did Renaud, that his actions at the time, or those 
of Renaud, constituted pre-meditated behaviour with the intention of 

Equally an actfir may be influenced by elf-interest and yet not succeed 
in achieving higher recognition or status although such attainment 
was at the root of his or her invn!rwm+-t. , :his ,-zr-:$r !p 
emphasise the S::;\uiry of discern:.-.$ tE5 elusive influential factor. 

A s  many oi the elite acters were already in such highly responsible 
pcsitions. it is ctiffimit ta imagine how their i::volvement in the X0 
could have k e n  beneficiai to them yurso~al!y. Cm tke contrary, it 
son~etimes involved them in many hours of work which they gave 
v~luntarily over and above their paid occupations. Far exampie, 
~ n o r n a ~ h t i ~ h  notes that the American ex&tives of the Carnegie 
Enduwmment for Lnternationa! Peace, of which he bugs director far 

5irnilar!y people like Cale-Baker, Renaud, Peterson and Bonner all gave 
'- ;heis - t time iniiialiy until the latter & r e  &came ernpl;!ayes of 

EBO and Cole-Baker laxarm full-time executive director af iSA from 
i s 8  to 1371. Lurd Mountbatten had aiready reached the pinnacle of his 
outstandingly distingu;ghed career; his promutian of the IB and WYCs 
could hardly have brought him any status or reputation that he did not 
aiwady pnst.ss. Ckoiges-Henri Martin was a very sucessfd editor of 
ilne of the m06t important European newspapers and a Trustee of the 
Twentieth Century Fun8 when he became involved. Biouke Carus was 
chairman of Open Court Publishing i-Iauw and a tmstee of the Hegeler 
tnstitute. Shirley Wllliaiis, Secretary or State for Education in the m, 
:he minister for education, Van Kemenade, an3 his director-general, 
Pici Gathier, in the Netherlanes were further exarnpfes of p p l e  in 
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highly placed p~sitiuns af responsibility whose reputations and status 
t%.t.re unlikely to be enhanced by assisting the 18. It is doubtful that these 
and u:h.rr aciors were therefore motivated by self-interfit as defined in 
this study. 

It is therefore quite conceivable, and the lack of e1,idence to the contrary 
d i m  not ~ k l i e  this idea, that the majority of actors caught up  in the IB 
were riot motivated by self-interest but by a common bond to fester 
ri.spt.m"ib!e social, national and international leadership through IB 
development around the globe. The ideologies seem to have far 
oatstripfxd concerns about self-interest. 

Economic Context 

This is :he first of the six environmentai factors on the AD axis. A 
srlnitlon b c . t w ~ n  ihe development of the IB and its adoption by sii-.. 

~ c h ~ ~ ? ! s  n z d s  to be made. During the problem definition (AB1) and 
a g e ~ d d  i at i i l ) :  fAB3) stages, the financial crisis at the International 
5rh~mi fit Csneva was an-existing factor which influenced the actions of 
Coie-Biker ittCli and Goormaghtigh IAC2) as represented in Figure 
i.3.b. iE  adoptian by the school would a!Ieviate this problem and similar 

At p i i c y  decision time < A M )  CoIeBaker and Kvqlaette (AC1) 2:td 

;.zrw.t.j Gcormaghtigh, Cmk and others (AC3) were partly ;:,rluenced 

b i t  C ~ ~ e v a .  !: is ni;: ps3ib:e ie gauge whether this factor was more 
~niGwrltiai than athers; however, i t  is certain that a school with a large 
financial deiisit will give a priority ta ways of alleviating th? situation.. 
So actnrs orher than ri is  headmasters and parents of the Geneva sch~o l  

During the design and administration stages funding had to be found to 
rnot;~ the prl_sjer! forward. IE implementatioii incurred expenses for the 
dcsig;ri-rs and the deiiverers such as curriculum deve1opment 
m&-tings, - creating the infrastructure of ISES then IBO, employment of 
pe_.:cnr.nei, printing dxunients, marketing, establishing examination 
i:oe'dures ~und&pg came from :he Twentieth Century Fund and the 
Ford Foundation iaC6i who injected Isrge grants into the project to 
assist initiaiiy with program design. Numerous small UNESCO (AC8) 
contracks were of great assisiancp to the design oi c w i c l l l a  and 
as~efimenf techniques. The ~crjnornie context of IB dez!elopment was 
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During the administration stage the economic context influenced the 
greatest diversity of actors, Headmasters (AC i f  of IB schools were 
cl-iited by the founding of the Standing Conference of Headmasters (of 
IB schcwfs) - the HSC - in 1977 when Lejeune of the International 
School of Geneva convened the meeting. This was a follow-up of the 
emergency meeting called by Peterson the previous year to discuss the 
grave financial situation of the IBO. The #K was founded partly for 
rconolnic reasons: to agree on an annual payment by each school to the 
IBQ. This then developed to provide almost all of the IBO's income 
today. When schmis payed a registration fee from 1977, the acceptance 
of tile IB bv a sifimi drpvrrded on &e existing school budget and on the 
economic cfimate of the school community. In developing countries 
this was taad still is) a deterrent. Once accepted, the school budget had 
to be mmlilified to take account of IB costs. 

The Twentieth Century Fund, Ford Foundation and other funding 
organisations continued to provide money for administrative purposes 
<,A&): marketing, program delivery, the functioning of ISES and IBO, 
pi.ovidii~g human and material resources, and searching for future 
irrnds (L~XETO grants were principally for small projects concerned 
rvit!? program design, not adminishation). 

A number of education officials (AC7) became involved with the TB for 
cxi-i~icrrnii. reasons. klayer was the ed~tcational consultant for the 
-.~.- 
; b-cniieth Century Fund who wrote a book a b u t  the IB project; Bowles 
and Tfi!er &-ere eitucatioiial cmsuliants for the Ford Foundation. All 
ihr~tt &came part ui the IB project team during the years of funding of 
2hiriri organisations. Their presence was directly related to the grants - 
a n  rcuniimic factor. Another education official to play an important 
rc4er ini:ia!ly fur =onc>mic reasons, was Piet Gathier, director-general of 
education in the Netherlands, who persuaded his ixini~ter $0:. 
education, Van Kernenade, to call the first inter-governmental 
~rimfe;ence in  i976. At that time the IB needed money as the Twentieth 
Cmtrtry Fund and the Ford Foundation grants had expired. The idea of 
government ron?ributions ?a lSO was discussed and in 1978 
Gtwrmaghtigh inon-edu-atinn professional - AC9 - as president of the 
iili ~c lun&l  of Faundatinn) moved a motion to create the Standing 
iliinierence of Governments ECG). Membership required an annuat 
contribution at the time of some US$15 000 to IBO. Since 1988 this 
canditio:: has been made optimal; member governments may now 
rantribute to the prnmotion of the fB in ways athe: than financial. 

i he IR project moved through the following economic phases: 
grants from the Twentieth Century Fur 1, Ford Foundation, 1_SNEKO 
dnd other henevnient foundations during 'he period of development 
and exyrimentation up to 1976; 
funding from annual schnal registration and ex- ina at ion fees at the 
instIgatinn nf headmasters from 1977 and annual g~-.ernmerit grants 
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from 1978; and 

, funding from school registration and examination fees only horn 
approximately 1988 as government contributions began to wane and 
the number of schools increaser'; to such an extent that their financial 
contributions were sufficient to run the IBQ. 

Educational Context 

Not surprisingly the educational context influenced every stage of the 
policy process and touched all categories of actors. There is some 
overlap with the demographic and cultural elements of the social 
context factor. World-wide dispersion of families is a demographic 
factor, but the problem it meated was educa.~onal difficulty of access to 
universities with foreign qualifications ' 'h: need for a curriculilm 
appropriate to students with an interna ! experience. In this study, 
gakiiig entrance to universities is treateh as a demographic factor. The 
provision of an international curriculum perspective is considered to 
be an educational factor which is also related closely to the cultural 
context: it is the amassing of numerous cultural perspectives that 
internationalises the curriculum. The cultural or educational context is 
attributed to actors according to which of these i :tors most influenced 
their involvement. Technical analysis of the IB program is treated as a 
separate fu~ct ion iq this study although it ir~volves educational 
considerations such as subject content, methods of assessment and 
academic rigour. In a different setting the technical analysis factor may 
ha-~e nothing to do with education. 

The foi!owing elements comprise the educational context in this study: 
. existing educational programs on a nation?al and international level; 
government or individual school support for educational initiatives; 

. international coordination of curricula and assessment; 
intetnaHonai curricuiam perspective; 

. government and non-government schools; 
subject content, standards, methodology, assessment procedures; and 

. results of educational research 

The educatiotlai context may h an existing factor and one that can be 
changed by adopting the TB. The educational climate may be open to 
new ideas concerning curricula, assessment and inte.national 
education or it may be politically constrained by a national program, 
strictly tied M the traditions of a country or to a navly imposd culture 
as when a military governmen: takes over and accepts only one line of 
thought, suppressing all others by force. Obviously the IB world history 
program, giving contrasting national perspectives, would be 
una~ceptable in the latter educational setting. 

Figure 13.7 shows that during the problem definition stage (AB1) 
headmasters (P C11 Meyhoffer, Boeke and Theis sought to have 
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international coordination of curricula. Maurette (and Dupuy) 
developed history and geography courses with an international 
perspective more appropriate ta the "global nomads" in the school 
Hahn was also concerned about providing an international curriculum 
and experience for the mind and the body. The 1950 Course for Teachers 
Interested in International Education (AC2) recommended the 
development of history courses from a world-wide perspective, but not 
a conrmon program. In 1962 the Conference of Teachers of Social 
Studies in 'International Schools recommended coordination of 
national curricula and a finat international examination in the social 
sciences. These recommendations from these groups also apply at the 
aggregation stage (ABZ). The Ford Foundation (AC6) provided funding 
in 1955 to UN15 for research into international curriculum 
development, initially in the primary and middle schools; this was 
important in the educational context of the problem definition stage as 
an attempt to provide an appropriate educational program m an 
international clientele. The Ford Foundation was also hopeful that the 
results of tbe project would be transferable to national schools in the 
USA. 

The aggregation of teachers in 1950 also proposed training programs in 
curriculum content and methodology for teachers in international 
schools. This was a foliow-up to the icaugural meeting of headm'sters 
(ACI) of internationally-minded schools in 1949 where concern -:<as 
expressed that teachers needed to be specially trained to work in 
iniernatlonal schools where language, culture and the global experience 
of the students were different. 

The ISA aggregation, comprising predominantly parents (AW), was 
founded in 1951 to improve education in international schools: to 
make it more appropriate to the internationaliy mobile student while 
at the same time preserving enough of individual national standards to 
make re-entry into any number of countries as smooth as possible and 
aktractive to imiversitj; aakhoiitie;. 

Ageada setting (AB31 for the ISA decision makers was heavily 
influenced by the educational concerns expressed by the aggaegations oi 
teachers and parents already menttoned. The Ford Foundation funding 
to LWIS was helpful in raising the need for an international 
curriculum and examinations for the final two years of secondary 
education. 

The decision makers were asentially parents, especially Goormaghtigh 
3116 Cmk, and the two headmasters of the International Sdrml of 
Geneva, Cole-Baker and Roquette, who were influenced by the need for 
an appropriate international curriculum and global university entrance 
qualification. 
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During the design stage, teachers (AC2) at the International School of 
Geneva prepared a "Draft Proposal for an IB" which addressed subject 
content, assessment and the profile of the diploma. Students (AC4) 
gave ~mportant feedback through the Consultative Committee which 
met during some of the trial examination period; this enabled 
adjustments to the curricula, the teaching methcdology and the 
examinations to be mode, Siotis and Peterson (university staff AC5) 
were involved in cu~riculum design and inspired a number of ideas; in 
particular, Peterson was responsible for developing the Theory of 
Knowledge course and CA5 (Creativity, Action and Service). 

The 'Twentieth Century Fund, the Ford Foundation (AC6) arid 
IJTu'EXO (AC8) had a positive impact on the economic context of ZB 
development but their willingness to participate was the result of 
iechnicai analysis of the 13 program from an educational perspective. 
Hence they became involved for educational reasons concerned 
particularly with program design (AB5). 

The acceptance of the IT3 by schools and governments during the 
administration stage was facilitated by an educational context in which 
the European Baccalaureate already successfully existed to Overcome the 
problem of student mobility and access to universities across Europe. 
Headmasters (ACI) and education officials(AC7) in ministries of 
education were parti~ularly influenced by this. Teachers (AC2), 
benevolent foundations (AC6i and non-educational professionals 
1ACY) - such as Carus and Hagmrt in the USA - were interdted in 
improving international and national education. Education officials 
(ACT) of the IBO and its Oxford Research Unit were involved at this 
stage for educationai reasons. 

Furthermore as the Oxford Research Unit provided the resulks of its 
follow-up research on students who were accepted at universities, this 
contributed to an educational context in which the IB held a respectable 
place. At the execution stage, as more IB graduates entered universities 
and more schools taught the 13, the educational context for the 
internatlonat student became more and more supportive - adoption of 
the IB had a positive change on the educational context as Figure 23.7 
shows (AB7, AC4). 

Teachers (ACZI deliver the Frogram during the final stage, iniruenced 
by the educationaI value of tlte IB Teachers, univ2rsity staff (AC5) and 
education officials (AC7) also became involved at the execution stage as 
examiners; they were attracted by the ducational contept and 
examination techniques of the IB, 

Social Context 

The social cantext incl.-des demography, culture, history iand geography. 



influenced the creation of the IB and irs adoPGon by schools. The I0  
facilitates international displacement of students by providing a 
common program which assures university recognition world-wide. 
This demographic factor gave rise to a pressing educational problem; 
hence there is a solid link between the two, given the subject matter of 
this research. 

The pattern of influence of the social context on acto-d as shown in 
Figure 13.8 indicates that university staff (ACE), funding organisations 
(AC6) and education officials (Am) were not significantly affected by 
this factor at any stage of the policy prwess. Headmasters (ACl), 
teachers (AC2) and UEU'2SCQ (ACg), in that order, were influenced 
across the largest number of stages. Figure 13.8 d w s  not show the 
lnflzlence of each component of the social context. The following 
d~scussion addresses the influence of demography, culture, history and 
geography in turn. 

At the problem definition stage (ABl), Meyhoffer (headmaster ACT) 
proposed the mnturite' infmnntionsle in 1925 as a response to children 
moving around the globe when their parents were appointed to 
different countries for their ~rork ,  particularly with the League of 
Nations. In the late 1940% Boeke and Theis (headmasters AC1) 
proposed to create demographic shifts through an ambitious student 
exchange program amongst international school centres across the 
world. They spoke of the need for common courses and a common 
end-of-secondary school qualification. By 195" the first European 
BaccaJaltreate exam~nations took place. Var. Houtte, a lawyer (non- 

common education professional AC9). was largely responsible for th' 
ilnlversity entrance examination which eased educational problems 
as~ociated with famity mobility amongst countries of the European 
Communjty. At the time of the decision {stage AM)  by the fSA 
executive in 1952 to move cautiously towards a common examination, 
Goormaghtigh, Cook (parents AC3) and Cole-Baker, Roquette 
(headmasters ACI) were conscious of the educational difficulties 
associated with international mobility. 

Demographic concerns, after providing the major impetus during the 
problem definition stage, recede to an insignificant role during 
aggregation (AB2) and agenda setting (AB31 where cultural (and 
educational) concerns are more prevalent as teachers, headmasters and 
UNESCO take up the cause of international understanding and an 
international cultural perspective in subject programs. 

During the decision stage, Leachers (AC2) at both the International 
School of Geneva and Aeiantic College were partly and significantly 
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influenced by the need for a common university entrance program and 
examinations to assist ihe international displacement of students. This 
demographic aspeck reappeared amongst the educational zeal which 
spurred on the initial curriculum development during the 1960s for 
which ColeBaker (headmaster ACI) was a driving force, partly for 
demographic reasons. 

University access for internationally mobile students continued to 
motivate teachcrs (AC2) and 'neadmasters (ACI) during the 
administration stage (AM). Other actors were similarly influenced. 
Students (AC.41, as consumers of the TB, responded formally via the 
Consultative Committee from 1969-1912 and later through the s?,.',ies 
of the Qxford Research Unit concerning university success of IB 
diploma graduates; thcir respanses assisted the marketing and delivery 
(administration) aspects of the I%. Hampton, director of CERN (non- 
educatianai professional AC9) was attracted to the IB for reasons of 
mobility: he saw it as an important factor in procuring the best 
researchers from around the world and offsred to have the i B  validated 
by member countries of C E W .  TWO oiher non-education professionals 
( A f  9)  - Hagmrt, international lawyer, and C m s ,  publisher - saw the 
advantages of the l3 for internationally mobile students (as well as its 
potential for lifting the educational level in the USA), 

During the execution stage (AB71 many teachers delivered the IB 
program and many headmasters adopted it because it fulfilled an 
educational need necessitated by student mobility. Students (AC4) also 
saw t h ~ t  the doors ot many universities world-wide were open to them, 
indepndentiy of the country in which they successfully compieted an 
f R diploma. 

Culture 

The dbura l  context may include issues relating to racial or ethnic 
cornpositinn, dass system a: myths and beliefs which direct acticn. In 
relation to IB development the cultural factor is at the very root t f  the 
objectives of the IB program: 
. mutual awareness and acceptance of other ways of thinking and 
behaving and therefore the eiin~ination of xenophobia; 

. appreciation of different religious befieis and their rale in shaping 
cultural differences; and 

. an awareness that official histories, mathematical and scientific 
theorems, philosophical knowledge, economic analysis, teaching 
me&odofogy aad pedagogical expectations of students are all cul-e- 
Sound and therefore change, in varying degrees, frcm one country to 
another. 

While students in national schools should also be sensitive to these 
cultural differences, teaching in an international school, from any one 



student populathn and hence is t ~ a l l y  inappropriate in that setting. 

The IS may be adopted because it is seen as a remdy to a context of 
prevailing turbulence between some cultures - a context which it seeks 
to change, lnitially within the school community and then, little by 
little, more widely as the school's ambassadors (ex-students) spread out 
in to the world. At the heart of this cultwal factor is a small but 
meaningful ccmtribution to world peace by preparing young pmple for 
global citizenship. (HQW suc~ussfully the iB  program d w s  rhis is not t h ~  
subject of this research). 

During the problem definiticn stage (AB11 Bmke and Theis 
(headmasters ACl) proposed international student exchanges to 
promote cultural awareness. UNESCO (ACS) gave assistance for some 
projects concerned with international curricula under its mutual 
appreciation of other cultures program. 

Four aggregation. were influenced by cultural concerns at the next 
stage Through the CIS, Boeke and Theis' student exchange project 
became formalised. Teachers (AC2) were looking for new ways of 
exposing students to other cultures and of generally supporting cross- 
cultural knowledge in the international school setting through the 
Course far Teachers Interested in International Education 1950 and the 
Conference of Teachers of Social Studies in International Schwls 1962. 
UNESCO, an existing, institutional aggregation, rwntinued to support 
IB-related projects for cultural reasons. UNESCO and the CiS were 
formal, long-term aggregations with constitutions, rules and a firm 
constituency; the latter arndlgamated with ISA in 1969, while the two 
conferences of teachers were spasmodic, one-off groupings with a 
spec~fic, but related, purpose for each occasion. These WO conferences 
and the CIS continued their influence during the agenda setthg stage; 
individuals such as Leach (teacher ACZ) and CoIe-Baker (headmaster 
ACI)  were close to the ISA decision making body (Cole-Baker was part 
of it) and were able to successfully persuade people such as 
Goormaghtigh and Cook (parents AC3) of the need to consider an IB 
program which promised a diversity of cultural perspectives. 

At the policy decision stage (AB41 these parents (AC3i along with Cole- 
Baker and Roquette (headmasters ACI) made the decision to ask the 
International Schwl of Geneva to precee$ with the contemporary 
history program, influenced greatly by the need for a culturally diverse 
approach in international schools and realising that, of ail the subjects, 
history was the most culture-bound. This course, when completed, was 
prinked by UNESCO (ACE, during the design stage (AB51 as part of their 
project concerned with the mutual appreciation of other cultures. 

During the administration stage (AB61 only UNESCO and some non- 
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educatloa professlona'ls acted for cultural reaszils. In fact, it is what 
UNESCO did not do that is important here. In 1974 the representatives 
of 14 countries (BC91 asked UNESCO to take over the financial and 
managerial operation 7f the IBO, as it seemed to fit its cultural (as well 
as its educational) objectives. (Peterson and Renaud also spoke at the 
1974 Annual Assembly along identical lines but more for 
educational reasons) UNESCO (AC8) cont~nued to support small 
contracts with the IBQ which assisted principally program design, but 
decided against taking over the IBO and its opt-ation for reasons which 
were elaborated during the discussion of the educational factor. 

.b.t the execution stage headmasters (ACI) and teachers (ACZ) who 
delivered the IB progran1 around the world saw its cultural (as we11 as 
its educational) benefits. 

Administratively the IBO must cope with cultural differences Being 
pufictual with d;ad:ines is contrary to accepted behaviour in some 
countries, and cheating by students and assistance from teachers with 
examination answers are concepts condoned in some Middle Eastern 
schools. The 1BO has alieviaked these difficulties through iasistence on 
correct behaviour or deletion from the IB program. 

Fax i s  the preferred method of cornmunicaeion, not only because it 
;eaves a wrltten record, but because phone conversations to Latin 
countries can be long and expensive due to the inherent prolixity of the 
people The usually crisp, eff.dent British or German communication 
i s  not always possible. The rzliiural and economic factors are linked 

Ar the same time it must be remembered that quite a number of 
internatic-al schcds are not administered by people of the country in 
which the school is found Far example, in Snuth America there are 
schools with predomtnant British and US persannrl as well as other 
state ar non-state international schools administered by Argentinians, 
Colombians or Brazilians. Cultural administrative difficulties are not, 
then, necessarily related to the country in which the school is found, 
but to the predominant culture of the school's administrative officers. 

The historical context is cumulative: any event conkibuting to the 
initial conditions in which the IB idea germinated and subsequent 
events in the chain of IB development all adopt an historical 
perspective as time advances. The policy process stag& are not 
necessar~ly chronological; they coexist and any one or nxore events mav 
start and finish before, after or in tandem with aneklier stage or stage,* 
By contrast, historical events follow a strict sequence in relation to time. 
Fbr this study the historical context includes matters related to the 
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problem definition stage which provided the background conditions 
necessary for an IB (These have bet ?numerated under the "Nature of 
Influential Factors" in this chapter). 

In addition there was the historical occurrence of decolonisation in the 
1950s and 1460s. It concerned, in effect, the extension of the franchise of 
citize~ship to non-white p p l e  and ethnic groups. The assertion of the 
universal ideology of equality and equal human rights introduced 
~dfolagical and pulitisaf strains into the fabric of Western d e f y .  
Equality of opportunity was a problem for transient student 
populations at the pre-university examination stage The IB provided 
equaliky of opportunity in a growing number of places around the 
world. Nevertheless, the plight of the internationally mobile student 
could hardly be compared to that of the starving and illiterate in many 
developing countries where UNESCO's priorities lie. 

These histozica! events were catalysts to the ferment of IB 
developmental activity during the ear!y 1960s and on into the 1979s. 

Geography 

Geographical distance or remoteness can impede personal access from 
and to the IB Office. The geographical distance from the administrahve 
centre of palicy diffusion may also affect the implementation of policy. 
For example, the safe arrival of examination papers and despatch of 
manuscripts to and from Air& and pa:ts af South America pose 
problems today because of the y m r  postal services; even expensive 
international courrier services are not always efficient in these parts of 
the world. Similarly, bringing teachers together for in-service training 
and feedback sessions imposes an increased financial burden and 
practical travei d~ffirdlties for schools in remote geographical areas. 
The geographical context partly reders in this siudy, then, to the position 
of 15 schools xouad the worid and is iinked cioseiy with, but is not 
exactiy the same as, international diffusion. 

The geographical location of schools has time implications. Time zone 
differences mean that telephone cornrnun~cztion dilring normal 
working or waking hours between certain places is not possible; here, 
the fax is af vital assistance. Exarninatior. security is also affected. 
Measures need to be taken to avoid the relaykg of examination 
questions by, for example, American students who will have taken the 
same examination six to eight hours earlier than their European 
counterparts. IB examinations in the US are scheduled so that the 
actual time difference with Europe is reduced considerably, in addition, 
students are obliged to remain with a supervisor when not doing an 
examination until a "safe" time period has elapsed. 

Initidly IB examinations taok place in June (and later May) each year as 



few that were not, adjusted their teaching schedules and-took the 
examinations almost mid-way through a school year. As the number of 
southern hemisphere schools grew, the need for November IB 
examinations became obvious. Not to provide them would have been 
detrimental to IR expansion in the southern hemisphere. Eleven 
subjects were first examined in November 1983 (IBO Aniiual Bulletin 
n22 19&: 29,50-51) when four schools presented candidates (ineluding 
St Leonard's, Me!bourne) as compared with 141 schools for the May 
examinations of the same year (IBQ Annual Bulletin n19 1983: 26). The 
number of subjects offered in November has progressively increased 
each year since 1983. 

The geographical spread of schaels led to the introduction of Spanish as 
the third offici~l language of the TB0 in 1982 as interest in Latin 
America and Spain grew. Dr Roger Peel, appoinkd director-general of 
the IBO in 1983, had been a Professor of Spanish m the U5 and is 
trilinguai in English, Spanish aod F:ench. The 150 was preparing for 
expansion in the Spanish speaking world. (French, however, was not 
introduced as an offiaal language because of the spread of ll3 schools in 
French speaking countries. From 1951 when ISES was formed, English 
and French became the official languages in line with UN organisations 
and because the IB grew out of the International School of Geneva 
which had English and French language sections. French was also still a 
major diplomatic language at that time in Europr). 

Geography is also impor:ani for the structure of IBO. Regional offices 
and reglonal representatives were gradunlly created in -wcordance with 
IB adoption around the world in Europe, North America, Asia, Lath  
America and the Middle East. Table 13.1 indicates the growth and 
geographical spread of IBO representation around the globe to 1992, it 
includes only those representatives and offices which were htended to 
cater for particuiar geographical regions. Hence the following are not 
i~~cluded as they had global administrative and e. ucational 
responsibilities: IBO Geneva, the Oxford Research Unit, the University 
of Southampton Language Centre and the Exsminations Office at the 
London Institute of Educatic.-, then Bath and later Cardiff. (These 
appear in Table 9.3 in the discussion of the structure of IBO in Chapter 
9). 

Each of the lines enc',zng with arrowheads indicates the period of time 
during which regional offices or repFesentatives operate. Changes in 
status (represefitative to office) or in location are indicated by separating 
zrrows on the same l i n ~  with a slash -:hi& corresponds exactly to ;he 
separation in the text on the kft hand side of Table 13.1. For example, a 
Latin American representative was appointed in Uzuguay from 1978 to 
1982 after which a full regional office was then provided in the same 
location. There i i  a slash to separate the arrow 197&82 from the arrow 
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1982-92 just as the text is separated "Latin American rep/Office 
Uruguuy." The order of the segments of text separated by a slash 
correspond exactly to the order of time duraiions represented by the 
amows and separated by a slash on the same line, 

The Australian representative was the last director of the Oxford 
Research Unit, Kevin Marjoribanks, Professor of Education at the 
L7 xiversify of Adelaide, Australia. After a nine year period with no 
representative, an IB coordinator in a Sydney school now has that role 
from 1991 The French representative was the director of the Mission 
Eaique whose office in Paris became the IB Office for France. This was 
not *e precursor of the European Office. This office closed in 1981 
when the IB fell out oi favour with the Mission Laique and the ideals of 
the new socialist government The growth in Latin America and the 
vastness of that geographical area led to the appointment of Carribean 
and hqexican representatives in addition to the office in Buenos Aires. 
For slmilar r e a m s  the East Asia Office (called the Asia Pacific Offire 
from 1932) has repr~~enratives in India and Australia. Major regionat 
rqresentation occurrea in 1978. Today the IBO retains a regional office 
presence for the foilowing five major geographical areas which are 
g t o ~ p e d  in Table 13.1: North America (USA and Canada), Europe, East 
Asia(-Pacific), Latin America, Africa and tl.? Middle East These assist 
in overcoxxing th* remoteness from Geneva but the distances, travel 
and communication services within regions s ~ c h  as Africa, Asia and 
South ~rner ica  can be problematic. 

The geographical location of the Examinations Office of IBO in Cardiff 
was influenced by considerations of easy access between Geneva and 
Cardiff personnel, and the financial advantage of being in that part of 
Wales as compared with the more expensive city af Geneva. Recent 
annual IB Council of Foundation Meetings have discussed the financial 
benefits of moving out of Geneva to a less expensive part of the world, 
but the current geographical tocation is more politically desirable than 

~ p - - ~ - p ~ ~ ~  
finnnrinliy disadvantageous. It is very imprtant  that rhe IB be seen not 
to repreient any pmticular country; Geneva is a poiitically neutral city 
with a history of housing respectable international organisations whose 
credibility is enhanced by their being recognised under Swiss law. 

Political Context 

The political context comprises both party p l l t ~ c s  and the distribution 
of power between groups or individuals within society and within 
organisations. Actions taken within both arenas of the political context 
are influenced by other misting policies. For example, a socialist 
government with a policy of providing equal educational opportunity 
to all srudents may use such a platform to refuse enmuragement of I3 
program implementation in one or more government schools, the 
argument being that this would give an educstional advantage to a 
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priviieged few. The arrival of the socialist government in France in 
May 1981 reversed decisions uf the previous right-wing government 
rvhich had officially acczpied rhe teaching of the IB in three French state 
schools. This new political environment impacted directly on the 
development of the IB in France. It is conceivable that the adoption of 
the IB by a number of independent schaols in France and by 
government and non-government schmls in the rest of t:,t world 
might influence a change in the political platform of the government 
in power; this has not occurred to date. This writer is currently 
headmaster of the only schmt in France under the French ministry of 
education where the fdf IB diploma is offered and supported 
,inofficially by local education ministry personnel. 

.n power play between individuals, personality, sometimes more than 
hierachical position of authoritv, determines who is the most 
influential. Reputation and financial dominance are other factors 
which may b on the side of winners in power conflicts. 

As Figurr: 13.9 shows, the influence of the political context is restricted 
to three sets of actors: education officials (AC'/), LSE5CO [ACS! and 
non-education professionals (AC9). During both the problem definition 
(A&:) and ag,pegat;,cn (AB21 stages, niESCO support stemmed from a 
fundamental politicai stance rvhich underlies its very existence: as the 
largest agency of khe its mission is to create world political 
harmony through support far educational, scientific and cultural 
initiatives, partic~lxly in developing countries. Repre~e~~tatives of the 
Arab United Republic (non-education professionals AC9) proposed a 

. ~ 

project of interchangeable curricula to the 1962 Annual General 
Cnnference of UNESCO whir5 aave added 15A agenda status to the idea 
of some common internationalhrogram. The assumption is that these 
dipiumats were motivated principally by pa!itical concerns of world 

7 -,m,..-- :arrnony. u m ~ x u  as an ageilcy of the L94 makes mmasy dedrians 
d r s i p ~ d  to improve political harmony amongst its member nations. 

It may seem surprising that the political context plays no part in the 
palicy decision (AB41 where power play between individuals is usually 
mast critical. In the case of the IB idea there were no opposing factions 
withiit the ISA or within the board of theznternational Schoal of 
Geneva. Moreover, since the palicy decision ibelf was free from details 
of procedure. which might have produced variant views, and was 
couched as a recnmrnendatian to the hoard of the International Schwl 
clf Genesal it required ottly agreement in principle, which d! were 
unequiwrall y able to give. 

Design :AB51 af the educational program wits unrelated to political 
iniiiierlre but during the administration stage (AB61 the politics of 
world peace pronlpted the representatives (non-education professionals 
i4C93 of Switzertand, Cammoon and Chile to sugg~st,  at UNESCO's 
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1968 Annual General Conference, that the IBO be subsumed by 
UNESCO ( A f  8). Power relationships between individuals played an 
important role amongst some education officials (AC7). Pmpfe such as 
Capelfe and Hatinguais, h~ ld ing  key authority ~ositions in the highly 
rentraiised French minismy of education and holding strong positive 
,onvictions about the IB, had absolute powzr over the many beneath 
them. 

Actors such as Lord Mountbatten could "pull rank" on prominent 
diplomats and highly placed government officials around the world, 
sirch was his standing, reputation and "old buy" connections. His 
suggestions were not refused lightly. Eqaally, while U lhant  (Secretary 
of the LJN) and Fernig (assistant director-general of UMESCO at the 
time) were supportive in principle and conveyed this to their 
employees, UNESCO was not able to take cser the IBO and provide the 
flnanclai and structural security sought in 1975-77. The reason was 
poiitirai: UNESCO could hot be seen to be diverting some of its 
finanda! resources so desperately n ~ e d e d  to mount literacy and 
numelacy programs, and to provide compulsory schooling beyond 9 or 
10 vevs  of age in many developing countries, to support a program 
intended at thy time for a small group of students fortunate enough to 
move around the tvo:ld with their parents and with the capacity to pay 
fees in non-state international schools of some prestige. -The member 
governments of mTESCO would have seen such support as elitist, 
contrary to the iC1~ds of the a-ganisation, and therefore politically 
undesirable. 

Durmg the execution stage, the most prevalent influences were 
educational, not political, since the schools were chosen or proposed 
themselves during the trial examination period on the basis of their 
Interest and wii5ngness to participate in the Xi3 program. 

The XB is free from governmental political interference. IBO is a non- 
government, independent organisation un-aligned with the 
educational philosophy of any particular country. Because of the 
widespread geographical distribution of IB schools, the total network is 
cushioned from adverse political actions somewhere in the world. Only 
one small part of the overall fabric can be damaged as the IBO schoafs 
are educationally cohesive but politically quite independent, 
rzsponding to national, not international, govert~mental demands. 

Technology 

In this study this refers to the improvements in speed and distance 
span of communications systems such as television, telephone and 
facsimile transmission via satellite, supersonic flights, international 
computer links and access to data bases. Technological advances from 
l420 facilitated increasing iniemational mobility of parents (AC3) who 



problem definition ( ~ ~ l l - f o r  which the IE was a response. 

Figure 13.10 shows that, as an influential factor, technology played a 
part only during the problem definition (ABI), administration (AM)  
and execution (A871 stages. The fatter two stages concern only 
education officials (AC7), that is, IBO staff who were able to diffuse the 
IB program and generally maintain contact across the gLI?e uith the 
~ncreasing efficiency of air travel and communications systems. 
Schools, at the other end, were able to keep close ka the IB office during 
the execution stage providing they had camn.rnur~ications equipment 
of the same sophistication. '. rec-.nt advancement is that IB 
examination results are nclrr 7vailable much more quickly and directly 
to schools via internatio-~al computer links. 

Intematfom;rl Diffusion 

Anderson (19B4: 23) uses this term to portray the effect that the same 
palicy adoption by several countries has on t'8os.e countries where the 
policy d w s  not exist, or where i t  is being considered. While he sees it as 
involving international politics between governments, particularly in 
the area of defence. it is eauallv valid to express the uhenomenon of 18 
proliferation throughout (he & o h ,  both at' govern&nt and individual 
school level. Party politics in education on an international scale have . - 
weak !inks &!!~Gu& khe~e =P kcmrring m& stronger air~lings; 
members of the European Community as common educational policies 
are shaped, notably in the areas of equii.alencies of qualifications for 
transfer to and from tertiary courses bctween counwies. At a 
government level it is uclikely that adoption of the IB in some state 
s c h t ~ i s  in cudntry X would influence similar action in counby Y. 
Because governments are usually natienalistic, they do not nekssarily 
fd'ow other governmwk exc~pf in matters of survlva! (such as 
defenre policies) - education is rarely given such internnfionnl 
importance in a national setting. This is not so between different states 
or regions of the same country. Many state authorities within the USA 
adopted the IB in some state schools; this did have an effect on other 
state education authorities within that country (Hagoart interview 
1991, Cams interview 1992). Hence, a phenomenon of "national 
diffusion" operate$. 

International diffusion is, however, quite important in the conxpetitive 
world of international schools whose very existence usually depends 
solely on the bevel of tuition and or boarding fees received. 
Advertisements by international schmis appear regularly in such 
publications as  he Herald Tribune, The l%nnncial-~imei, The Times 
Edlacetianal Sumlement. Inaestmenf Intetnntionrrl. Resident Abroad. 
The 1nft7nationii and ~xpatr ia te  Today. More im&reantlpr, experience 
of international school programs is passed on by word of mouth 
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decli& in student applications can &related to a client m o v m m t  
towards schools offering the IB program, international diffusion 
becomes influential. (This observation 1s equally true of any 
educational program). In effect, there is a power struggle behveen non- 
state fee-paying schools to survive: international diffusion of the IB 
program is an important factor in this struggle. 

International diffusion has influence only during the administration 
(A&) and execution (AB7) stages and only with client actors: 
headmasters, teachers, parents, students and xniversity admissions 
officers (see Figure 13.1 1) .  Puring the administration stageinteriia~ional 
marketing aimed at universities, schwls and exanining authorities 
influences schools and parents to try the I 0  program. As IB diplama- 
holders booan to enrol at universities around the world, other 
universities accepted IB students because of the effect of international 
diffusion during the execution stage. For the same reason headmasters 
in non-IB schools showed interest in the program as it spread steadily 
throughout a number of international schwls and IB diploma-holders 
were successful at university. 

This chapter commenced with an identification of the nature of 
environmental and other influential factors. The impact of IB adoption 
on the environmental context from a systems perspective was then 
outlined. Again the reader was reminded that the number of cubic 
spaces wmrring at a particular policy process stage indicates the 
diversity of actors who are affected by the influential factor under 
discussion and not the intensity of the influential factor for that stage. 

The rest of the chapter was concerned with the extent to which each 
inhential factor f igurs at  different p ! iq  process stages and the actors 
most affected. The discussion was accompanied by a visual represen- 
tation for each influential factor, consonant with the geometric 
orientation of the conceptual framework: techni :a1 analysis, family 
welfare, ideologies, self-interest, economic context, educational context, 
social context (comprising demography, culture, history and geography), 
political context, technology and international diffusion, 

Conclusions drawn from this chapter appear in Chapter 14. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter attempts to identify and summarise the factors that have 
led to the creation and maintenance of the IB. Specifically t t  e h  to 
respand to the research question: 

What are the characieristics of policy formation and implnrnbtian 
which led to the establishment of the IS diploma and the iB  Office? 

Findings Concerning IS Development 

Policy Process Stages 

Problem Definition 

The antecedents of the IB go back to the creation of the League of 
Nations in 1920 and the founding of the International School of 
Geneva in 1924 to provide schooling for the children of p- =rents 
employed by that int-rnational organisation. The first headmaster, 
Meyhoffer, proposed a rnafuritl internationale in 1925 to ease access to 
universities world-wide. The growing mobility of expatriate families 
after the Second World War exacerbated the problems of ready 
acceptance in "home" universities or those in host countries 
Environmental faciors which contributed to international 
displacement are: the UPJ replacing the League of Nations in 1945, 
decolonisation, ihe emergence of the US as a world power, the post- 
World War Two economic boom and subsequent international 
expansion of companies, the Fulbright Act, and teehnoiogica! advances. 
UNIS, established in 1947 in New York, was the second school in the 
world to be founded with the aid of the UN. 

The problems identified were: 
I difficulty of access to universities on a global scale (demographic); 
2 lack of appropriate curricula for internationally mobile students 

(ducatianalf; 
3 division of students into national groups to teach the programs of 

some countrjes (mlturai); and 
4 financially unviabte class sizes stemming from the three above 

leconomic). 

During the Experimental Period from 1970 to 1976 the IBO recognised 
the attraction of the IB for national schools (both state and non-state), 
given the large number of such schools adopting the IB in North 
America (and later in Spain and the Netherlands) far example. 



Program design was nor at all influenced by this somewhat unexpected 
~ilentele. The IE was fulfilling its original purpeses and in addition was 
providing an academic challenge where none was perceived in some 
national school systems There was, then, a new purpase (and hence a 
new element in the problem definition) brought about by dient 
demand which the iBi2 then accepted as a further use of the 15. Many of 

North Amencan institutions which have adopted the IB belong to 
the state and private national system with little claim to "~nternation?' 
schml" status tn the same way as those schmls for whom the IB was 
originally tntmded. Kevertheless the IB brings, in addition to an 
arademlc challenge, an international nutlook to the schaoi curriculum 
for largely national students - an extremely valrd use. 

The first aggmgation of izterxationaf educators occurred with the 
meeting acheads of InternationaIly-Minded Schools (which became the 
f IS) in'paris at the instigation of the headmaster of a progressive Dutch 
school, Kees k k e ,  and with the support of UNESCO. h k e  and Theis 
(ui f 4vPnot. France) rnaoted an international diploma in 1949. The CIS 
was rswnsible for a second aggregation, the 1950 Course for Teachers 
iniereskd in Internationat Education, held in Geneva; this was the first 
known meeting of teachers from different schools to discuss 
international education. 

The foundation of ISA in 1951 by parents of a smail number of 
international schools associated with the LW marked the establishment 
af the aggregation which was to formaiiy launch and support the IB 
some eleven years iater. The 15.4 orgai~ised the IP6Z Conference of 
Teachers ef %zia! St-dies in in:erna:ianaI Schwls which ' ~ c a m e  the 
cata!yst of the fR. 

The agenda setting stage was marked by the foliou.lng considerations. 
The site of the poaulation afkectd was very tiny m m p a t d  with the 
nur;-,'&; of -,:uden:s camp5etiiig iiaiional university entrance courses 
around :he world, but the nattre of the group made it significant: 
initiali); the chi!dren of UN and riiulti-national company ernployws 
disp!ared around the wnrtd with diplomatic, political and businks 
cioat on an in'ernatinna! sale, popetled into artion by a concern for 
iamiit. weifwe. The prablems of global university access and the 
finan& unviability of smali national teaching groups were the most 
pressing. The value of an international curriculum perspective, the 
nttrac:ion of an academic Ehirffenge and the desirability of mixing 
different c~i tures  in the one class group were undeniable, b:!: :hc extent 
to which they could be regarded as urgent and serious problems (a 
determinant of agenda setting: is q~ietionabie. Idealism concerning 



world p a c e  also led to persuasive arguments in favour of the IB. The 
IP offered a solution to all these issum. 

Indicators of the importance of the problem for agenda setting rest<$ on 
the preoccupations of the decision makers, access to them and the 
yuakiy of the presentation. 

The 1962 Conference of Teachers of Sacin1 S t u d i ~  in internatitinal 
2 h m i s  played a major agenda setting role and included Cale-Baker 
and Leach; the former was anc of the decision makers of the ISA and 
the latter had direct access to the board members of the International 
scirLmf af Geneva (including GwrmaghHgh and Cole-Baker). When 
the main agenda setters also have a role in the decision, there is more 
chance of succrss. 

gg&-DeC;;sion 

Grinilk and Thomas fi989: 233) identify four factors which influence 
elite decisions in government: 
1 technical advice 
2 impart i2f the d ~ i s i u r ~  or! bureaucratic interaction - does it  enhance 

th;. furtuner of the enterprise or the individual' 
3 change for political stability or supgorl 
4 eiii'nt id internatianaI economic and pliticai dependency. 

ccmtext and ecnnafnic context. 1 ne main motii-atii 7. of !he IS.4 
decision makers was not concerned with these factors but was rmled in 
idealism. in terns of Gtindlt. & Th~mas' "perceived crisis" and 
ip?!itics-as-usuaJ" pasadigm ISdble 2.1 page 41) the 15.4 decision was 
neither one no: the other, but was closer to "perceived crisis" 
circumstar -e when nne considers the urgent financial predicament of 

hecaming mare pressing. The canferns not political - they were 
Zernographii, educational, cuIttirai, idtwlopical and economic, and the 
stakes reprt.sen:ed by thew concerns were high. While !he decision 

The decision makers [the fSA) were a df-made group wha wished to 
nddres &fte problems put forward during the agenda setting stage; ihejr 
prwcrrpati&s weye, then, consonant with t h n e  of the proponents of 
tkn 18 i M ~ m v ~ ~ .  access to the decision makers was fadlitat& by the 
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fact that some of the executive, including the president, were also 
memkrs  of the board of the International Sehml of Geneva whence 
the idea was emerging. 

The IB itself grew irom the class room. Thmughout its growth, 
classrwm teachers tvere always in the vast majority un subject 
cumunitims. They and their students provided feedback on curriculum 
d ~ i g n  and assl.ssment techniques as the various subjects were 

The pfanning ?art of the design stage iur the development of the IB 
involved preparstion for marketing program delivery, the provision of 
human and material resources, and funding. The most significant 
pianning &. s t q  was when the &A decided to create the ISES in 1964 
xhich, in turn. estah!ished the I3 Offire in 1967 to carry out these 
administrative func?ions assm%ated with the 13 grogram. 

The ariors invoived in planning for the administration and executiutr 
ci :he IB in the lW1s were the executive committees of, in order, ISA, 
!SE5 and I%.? %~!e;iPb prctfesiona! and administrative staff were also 
~ian; igr% !hr. ind ~r.mm.enrrd 

&$inkni$trj%Jicq 

r x r u r r d  4i&etabling and other organisational detziia had tn be 

Ifi the area o? human and material iQSOUtCe fSE.5 and fM rwru i td  
~rofss%ianai administratws, wtetrr ia i  staff and examiners tt, 
s r m r v  u . .bzr, .a~i .  ~..r marxrilng, trnilncin; and program deiit-epy~ 
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to the schwls. 

ISES and IBO needed funding far program design: to bring teachrs and 
other curriculum developers together, and to print and dissemir ate the 
results of their work. Funding was also needed to esidblish an 
infrastructure, to employ staff, to market the TB. to e k  h-ther 
funding, and to coordinate the examindtion p r ~ e d u r e s  including the 
appointment of examiners. Hundreds of thousands of US dollars were 
granted by benevolent organisations 

Execution 

During the trial examinations of 1969 to 1969 and the Experimental 
Period of 1970 to 1976 the IB program was taught in 37 schools around 
the world and over 6 200 students sat 13 examinations. %ere were 
approximately 200 examiners by 1976 and 350 universities in 38 
countries had accepted IB diploma holders. In rndy  of these schaals 
students were required to sit local and 173 examinations; a significant 
amount of concurrent teaching of local and IB courses occurred, usually 
for financial reasons associated with viable class sizes. During the 
trialling of the IB, feedback via the Consultative Committee was a 
fundamental evaluative part of the execution stage. 

The IB was considered elitist by some potential an6 existing "clients." It 
has a degref? of intellectual elitism as it is intended for university- 
bound students, but th* provision of certificate courses provides some 
access by the less academically indined. It is no more elitist in a wciw 
economic sense than the great number of private fee-paying schools 
that exist around t!e world. It is dsa worth remembering that, as at 
1976, the TB had been accepted in a number of state schools (including 
some in developing countries) where the costs were borne by the state 
education authorities. 

1 

Headmaster CoIeBaker was common to ali stages of the poiicy pracess. 
The importance of a headmaster's encouragement and support is borne 
out by this study; he enthused his teachers to create an international 
curriculum. He had vision and stayed with the project until the trial 
examinations in 1957. CeleeBaker was particularly active in rnarkecetinq 
the It3 and obtaining financial assistance. The HSC (Standing 
Conference of Heads of IB Schools) awes its existenm to a headmaster of 
the Internatianal School of Geneva, Lejeune, who convened a meeting 
in 1967 for economic reasons. Headmaster* acted at every policy process 

Leach was the first major influence amongst teachers, followed by 
Renaud, Bonner, Poirel and others. The IB was a teacher-inspired 
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initiative whereby teachers were active in all s t ags  except the policy 
decision itself. Leach and Renaud had a direct line to the elite decision 
makers of ISA whose formal support was needed as the teachers had no 
on-going organisati~nal structure to attract funding; the Conference of 
Teachers of Social Studies in International Schools was a one-off event, 

The first known grouping of parerlts from international schools 
spanning the Atlantic was the creation of ISA in 1951 by Cook of the 
International School of Geneva. Motivated by family welfare, 
educational and ideological (the first parents all worked for the UN) 
concerns, this aggregation gathered to discuss international education 
and eventually promoted the TB. Gmrmaghtigh, rnemkr of the board 
of the International School of Geneva, was a leading force both as 
parent and later as non-education professional. He linked a11 policy 
formation stages and played a major part in promulgating the IB as 
president of the IBO Council during the administration stage. Parents 
acted in all but the design stage which is a speaalist area requiring 
technical expertise in curriculum development and assessment 

No aggregation of students occurred to ask fur an TS so they do not 
figure in the formation phase. They were involved as dients during the 
administration stage (when they were attracted by IB publiaty) and the 
execution stage where they participated in ever-increasing numbers in 
the triai examinations. They had the courage to be involved in an 
experiment with support from a small number of universities who 
agreed tc provisionally accept the IB qualification. Students were also 
actors in the design stage by partidpating in the annual Consultative 
Committee to give feedback on the curriculum and examinations. 
Students were influenced by self-interest gaining an international 
education and access to universities world-wide. 

University staff did not act in the formation phase; their contribution 
first occurred when Slotis of Geneva became the chairmar of the EES 
(Internations1 Schools Examination Syndicate) in 1964. It was 
appropriate that a leading university academic should be at the head of 
the examinations board since the whole success of the IB depended on 
i ts  acceptance by universities around the dobe. Halts of Oxford attended 
the 1964 % v r s  conference at which the IT: was presented md was partly 
responsible for Peterson becoming involved. Other university staff 
acted for reasons of educational interest as IB examiners. University 
admissions officers were supportive for reasons of self-interest: it 
facilitated their difficult task of equating disparate secondar)l school 
qualifications. 

Peterson covers a number of actor categories although he was 
essentially university staff at the time of his initial involvement. 
Teachers in training from the Department of Education af Oxford spent 
time at the International School of Geneva so Peterson heard of the 



curriculum initiative and was further appraised of it by Halls after the 
s v r e s  conference. Peterson as a headmaster assisted Blackburn 
(deputy-headmaster) with curriculum deve2opment at Atiantic College 
in the summer of 1962 when the new school was look~ng for an 
international curriculum in keeping W .h the arrival of its 
multinational student body. This was an important contribution to the 
problem definition stage. As director of the Department of Education at 
Oxford, Peterson then came to Geneva to look at the IB project in 1964 
after the ISA had recommended that it proceed. He entered, then, at the 
design stage in which he played a major educatimal role, particularly 
in the design of the Theory of Knowledge and CAS (Creativity Actim 
Service) rompnents. As director-general of ISES and IBO (education 
official) he added marketing to his design function and was 
instrumental in acquiring the important funding from the Ford 
Foundation which allowed the project to continue. H e  was a person of 
high leverage whose main contribution ocaq.red throughout the 
implementation phase Ideological and educational concerns were his 
principal motivating forces. 

With the exception of one foundation, funding urganisations acted 
during the design and administration stages only. The Ford Foundation 
provided a 1955 grant to WNIS to develop an international primary and 
middle school course (not to develop an international university 
entrance qualification). This action recognised that there was a problem 
in offering national curricula to a group of mutlinational students and 
as such was an important contribution to the problem definition and 
agenda setting stages. It created a precedent for substantial funding of 
initiatives in international education. ISA was aware of this when it 
recommended that teachers at  the International k h w l  of Geneva 
proceed with the IB. 

Funding for the IT3 project took time. The first grant came from the 
Twentieth Century Fund for which Leach had written a proposal in 
1962, When no result was forthcoming a board member of the 
International &;choo! or Geneva and Trustee of the Foundation, 
Georges-Fienri Martin, made overtures in 1963. Finally Heckher, 
president Kennedy's adviser on the arts, visited ColeBaker in Geneva 
in 196.: and a few months later the first funding was agreed to. The 
educationist, Martin Mayer, came with the financial assistance and 
wrote a book on the experience, as was customary with Twentieth 
Cenhtry Fund grants 

The Ford Foundation provided substantial funding from 1956, but 
again after a number of approaches in New York: 
. Knight (InternationaI M o o 1  of Geneva) in August 1963 
. Leach and Siotis in April 1964 
. Ford consdtant visits Cole-Baker ir. Geneva. June 1965 
. Cofe-Baker, Renaud and Poiret in July 1965 
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. Peterson and Hasson in 9pternber 1965 when the funding was agreed 
to. 

The time and influence required to clinch this major grant is 
instructive (as with the Twentieth Furad). It was the educational stature 
of Oxford and Harvard/Amencan College Entrance Examinatsons 
Board represented by Peterson and Hanson respectively that convinced 
the Ford authorities of the credibility of the IiB venture. 

h:umerous other bodies and individuals gave financial support at 
various times, particularly in relation to the establishment of IBNA. 
These were often, though not always, through personal contacts. The 
first known financial support fox an international education initiative 
was from UNESCO in 1949 far ihe initial meeting of what became the 
Conference of Internationaliv-Minded Schools (CIS). Other assistance 
followed in 1950 for the course for Teachers Interested in International 
Education, in 1951 for the establishment of ISA and in 1962 for the 
Course for Teachers of Sacial Studies in International Schools. This 
funding identified the lack of internat~onal curricula and of a glabal 
university entrance qualification; UNESCO therefore contributed to the 
problem definition stage and to the formation of these four 
aggregations which, in turn, had a positive effect at the agenda setting 
stage. UNESCO was the most consistent supporter of the IB project via a 
number of smaller but important contracts in relation to curriculum 
development and assessment techniques in certain subject areas 
(program design). UNESC(Ys Education Division was present at the 
meeting of the four groupings, this gave ndibil i ty and encouragement. 
UNEKO did not take over the IB project for political, ir'slogical and 
cultural reasons connected with its charter. 

Education officials assume importance during all stages of the 
implementation phase. As director-general of ISES from P966 and IBD 
from 1957 to 1977, Fererson was the most active educatian offid& in 
design, admi~2sktrat:on axd e x s ~ t i a n  nf :h2 IS progrm,. Iienaiid and 
Bonner completed the trio of core ISES/IBO i dd i s t s  and they provided 
continuity as teachers during the problem definition stage and at  the 
beginning of the design stage. Renaud was particularly important for 
gaining the cooperation cti the French mini~.qr of education. Mayer 
(Twentieth €eniury Foundation), and Tyler and Bowles (Ford 
Foundation) had influence cn the project during the funding period of 
the organisations they represented. The director-general of education in 
the Netherlands, Gathier, was instrumental in persuading his minister 
for education to call together in the Hague in 1976 the first meeting of 
governments ta discuss the IB and its financ-AI future. This was the 
forerunner of the London inter-governmental conference the following 
year which saw the formation of the Standing Conference of 
~ ~ v e r n m e n t s  (%G), moved by Goormaghtigh. Other 9duca:ion 
officials were E examiners brawn from non-teaching psk, usually at 
inspectorate level, in education ministries in n nurnkr  of m~nt r ies .  
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Non-education professionals were active during three stages. Ur Van 
Houtte, a lawyer, created the European Schools in 1957 and the 
European Baccalaureate in 1958; this highlighted the prohlem of 
university entrance for mobile families across Europe and provided an 
important contextual factor in support of an IB. Before the European 
Baccalaureate, the League of ~ a t i o n s  and non-education 
professionals (who were also parents) were the driving force behind the 
creation of the international School of Geneva, UN15 and the UN 
N u r ~ r y  Schmls in Paris and Washington to cater for these mobile 
children. Both Houtte and the other non-education professionals 
contributd to an awareness of the problem of internationally mobiie 
students. The pressure of the League of Nations/UN emplaym and the 
establishment of the European Baccalaureate were significant events 
during the agenda setting stage for the ISA decision makers. 

A whole different group of non-education profesionals acted to market 
the IB during the administration siage. These were often public figures 
with an extremely high degree of leverage; they appear in fable 12.6 
(page 2%). These elite zcMr5 greatly faalitated the acceptance of the IB at 
the highest diplomatic, political and ministry of education levels in 
many countries. It is difficult to imagine how the 18 might have 
succeeded without these internatisnal actors, given the nzcessity to 
break through national pr:judiees for what amounted :a (and still does) 
a tiny percentage of the world's student papulation. 

In summary, the IS qas an innovatifin designed principally by teachers 
and championed by a handful of notable educa:nrs, politicians and 
benefactors. These latter formed a :earn of elite actors of sometimes 
formibabie international stature and clout who gained nationai 
govzrnmen? acceptance of !he !R in a number of countries. 

There were many interlocking events, someiiilies across the Atlantic 
{Geneva and ir.'iSi, but the researc'n cieariy sitows that the IB owes its 
creation to the ideals, cuuragmus dedication and efficacy of (in 
a!phaketical order) Cole-Baker iheadmaster), Gwrrnaghtigfr (parent, 
non-education professional), Leach Iteacher), Peterson (headmaster, 
. *ziyl.tsily ~ staff, pduqaii~r;; offtciaf!, and Ressud (reacher, &..catifin 
offifall and other teachers in Genwa. Much depended on their skill in 
attracting influential people to their cause and in using existing bciies 
and ins&urions. B e y  acted principally out of idealisln for a peaceful 
world O w r e  d war experience or formina part of a religious faith such 
as Qiakerismj. 

Actors served a linkage function across stages and phases, When they 
c-hanged functions and categories of the conceptual framexi'ork, the 
i i nb rg  %was ind i~ ibua l : ) i -~& rather than ca iego~y-bad ,  



These factors rarely  pera ate in isolation; their overlapping nature is 
discussed later in this chapter under 'Thwry Development." 

Six factors are identified: economic, educational, social 
(demographic, cultural, historical, geographical), political, technological 
and international diffusion. Three orher factors are defined as more 
personal, emanating from the individual rather than being public 
phenomena which affect popu1atior.s (the environment& factors): 
family weliare, idmiogies and self-interest. Ideologies may be collative 
and therefore representative of a g o u p  Or a particular culture, but the 
focus in this study has k e n  on idwtogies as personal beliefs which 
motivate action. Technical analysis is a function performed by experts 
The findings nf such an analysis of the !B program at its various s t ags  
of development was influential in engaging the interest and action of a 
number of educational actors. The roles of each influential faetor will 
now be cansidered in turn. 

Techicaf analysis is an intrinsic part of the scientific model of decision 
rnaEng. This factor was influential during s t age  of the policy 
implementation phase, but not during the fornation phase. The reason 
is that the p l icy  decision was taken without regard to technical 
specificasons of the international baccalaureate; it was an in-principle 
decision which Ieft the details up to the :pertS. Funding organisations 
ap*d wESCO relied on technical analysis ro decide whether to provide 
assistance. Education officials, headmasters and teachers had to be sure 
of the philosophy, conlent, methdoIogy and assessment procedures of 

!B b&re accepting it. Universily staff had to satisfy them=lves 
about the standard of the program and its examinations. Some actors 
aiso ' m a n e  IB subject examiners after careful scrutiny uf the programs. 

The family welfare factor is more prevalent during :he formation phase 
znd touches only parents. The original rnison d'8tre of the IB was to 
overcome the problem of university education for children of 
internatinna!!y mobi!e firniiies without leaving children in tire 
hameland while parents worked abroad. The 1SA aggregation of 
parents, worried a b u t  the education of these children, also became ,he 
decision making 'body conwning development of the IB. After 
executian of the program parents sought out the l B  for their own 
children. 

Idmlogie affected six out of h@ nine categoric of actors and occurred 
in a11 stages except design. The d~rivations of ideologies in this smdy 
are discussed in this chapter under 'Theory Development." 

Seif-interest affected university admissions officers during the 



ailn~injshation and execution stages: here was an acceptabfe 
internationat quaiification whlch would alleviate the diffieulty of 
equating numerous national diplomas with a large risk of being unjust 
in the process. Students naturally acted out of self-interest when they 
tank the program. This writer has argued that the lack of measu.able 
innuenee by this factor in the majority of actors is indicative that self- 
agrandisement and promotion were not motivating influences. This 
factor remains, nevertheless, very ambiguous and extremely difficult to 
detect unless avowed directly by actors themselves. 

During the formation phase the economic context of multiple unviable 
national class groupings in school was an influential factor wh~ch 
prevailed upon parents and headmasters. During the design and 
adminihtration stages &ere was a necessity to fund the pro)ect - this led 
to the involvement of funding organisations and individual 
benefactors The Standjag Conference of Heads of IB '&hook (WK) u as 
created in 1377, initially to urge schools to pay an annual contribution 
to the IBO when the iunding organisation grants ran out. In addition 
the Standing Conference of Governments (!?KG) was aeated in 1978. 
An annual subscription in the order of US$15 000 (at the time) entitled 
governments to membership of this body. These were two events 
hotivated by the need to establish an economic ccntext conducive to 
the proper functioning of the IBO and involving headmasters and non- 
education professionals respectively. 

The educational context was the most pervasive of all influential 
factors: it affected every stage and involved all actors. This m t w t  
comprised existing programs such as the European Baccalaureate and 
national curricula: it i ndud4  the four educational aggfegations which 
griiupd together headmasters (C15 lW91, teachers ~Caurse for Teachers 
Interested in Internsitonal Education 1951, Conference of Teachers of 
Social Studies in intemT,tionai Schools 1962) and parents ClSA 3951). 
UNESCO's projject on :he Mutual ~ppreciat ian of Eastern and Western 
Cultures impinged on the educational content of school programs and 
al!owed for a number of 15-related projects to be funded by that 
organisation. Actors p.-olnohng the TB created a favourable educational 
context by talking to asd involving individuals in ministries of 
education and schocrls in the development of the program. The resuls 
of the Oxford Eewarch Unit provided important educational feedback 
xluch was usrd to adjust the program. At the execution stage, as more 
srhmls adopted the IB and more student graduates gained the diploma 
and travelled or settled around the globe, international educational 
environment was being formed which was disproprtionateiy 
influential to it4 very disparate nature and its smali numbers. 
Internationally mobile families represent a tiny percentage of any 
national population, but the parents usually hold highly respnnsilsle 
positions in the UN and its agencies or in multinational companies 
and therefore have clout. The 18, then, became part of, and contributed 



The factor "sadal context" i n c l u d ~  demography, culture, history and 
geagraphy so as not to clutter the conceptual framework. Social 
influences ncmr at each stage of the policy process and affect a11 
categories of actors except education officials, funding organisations and 
university staff. The demography i i f  families shifting from country to 
country was the main reason for first wanting an international 
university entrance qualification. The cultural component comprises 
acceptance of other cultures and religious beliefs - an awareness that so 
many of our educational concepts are culture-bound. The historical 
riement is cu-ntlulative and strictly time-sequenced. The historical 
iontext for tbe 1% crmxmences with the League of Nations in 1920 and 
7c;ltinue-s through :hi= creation of the United Nations, decolonisation 
-F the 1950s and I %h, the emergence of the U5 as a world power, the 
Fulbright Act and the economic opt~mism after World War Two - d1 of 
,vhlch promoted internatfond mobiii€y, 

The g-graphical positioning of schlzols from each other had 
implicatians fur examination security while distance from the IBO in 
Geneva nr rfte Examinations Office in Cardiff affected methods d 
i~>mmunicatian and led to the establishment of regional offices. 

Power di~tributicm between groups ar individuals and the politics of 
governmmt comprise the political context which affects only three sets 
7 2  actors: education afficials, LTNESCO and non-education 
pro5ssionals. The poiiticd context occurs across thrw policy formation 
stages a L l  one imp1ernen:atian stage. Personality, reputation and 
finan *!a1 dcminance are factors which can determine a political context 
somewha: independently of hierarchic21 authority, although the latter 
is not without influence in government bureauci.acies. Since the ISA 
decision makers wtere an aereqation - nf l ik~minded people and the 
d&--;_sinn was a genera! ieromendatiun, them were no opposing 
factions, and therefore no pwer play at that stage. ~otiti&l infltkr~ce 
was i inprtani amongst the high-ranking non-education professionals 
who promulgated the IB in government, diplomatic and education 
ministry drcie-. IB fchmls around the world are educationally linked 
but politicdly quite indepndent, 

The terhnofngical context was a catalyst towards international mobility 
after the Semnd World War, and influenced organisational decisions as 
internationat c~mmltnicatian systems became more developed. 

fxtemational diffusion came mto effect in the last two stages of the 
p l i cv  prwas: during marketing of the IB (administration) and 
adopiion ad the program (execution). The principal influence of . - internadanal diffusion was to prompt irternrtional schrwls to 
undertake the IB program from a desire to: 



. bruvide a qualification recognised by many universities throughout 
&e world; and 

. k e  competitive by offering a program which has had success elsewhere 
and which might be in demarld. 

Methodologicd Considerations 

The h~storical case study approach has h e n  used in this research which 
i s  therefore descripiive and qualitative in design. The difficulties arising 
out of such a rnethodologv and the extent to which internal validity is 
rpspected are nowr discussjd. 

The accurate reconstruction of past events through interviews can be 
difiinishd 5)" impaired reca!! &d birwd perceptions of actors znd 
observers Trimndation, or the use of multiple data sources 

W 

surrounding the same event. m a r r e d  many times in this study, thus 
providing a higher degree of validity. The use of many primary so.irces, 
and cross-checking with other primary and econdary sources, also 
contributed to the accuracy of the presentation and interpretation of the 
data. 

Since case studies illuminate the human dynamics of the policy 
prwess, feelings, attitudes and motivation are an extremely important 
data source, Written documents rarely treat such personal attributes in 
any meaninghi way. This area requires face-to-face Lismsion and trust 
in the interviewer. kuch  verbal data was gathered from many primary 
and serondwy sources to establish iiiky actors behaved as they did. To 
zwid misint--+-t=tinn .--F.-.-~ by the resarcher, summary transmipts nf each 
focused interview and of salient points arising out d some discussions 
were sent to the interviewees for verification. 

7 % ~  rewrcher must guard against investigztor bias when interpreting 
the rich cont~xtua! detail of the case snidy. The writer was an "outsidef' 
as SCG member within the IB Council of Foundation and as 
headmas:w ef ax !B schml because ke ww,s an Australian national in 
another cultural setting - "insider" in this study refers to someone 
familiar with the national or local scene. In another sense the writer 
became pwt of the XBC) and its philosophy and therefore had "insideb" 
irnowtdge ~ n d  insight which was b t h  valuable and potentially bias&. 
A spejal effort uas made to be a dispassionate, objective observer. On 
the other hand, k i n g  an " i n s i d e  facilitateri a more frank exchange 
during interviews &an wauld have ben  the case if people had been 
cermnaliv unknown ko the researcher. Interviews were not renarded. . 
precisely 'aecause khis inhibits respnses cctncerning ttre pmonal 
qualities of actors. Consensual agreement from multiple, independent 
data s>Qrces, a feature of this stu;iy, also redaces the iicideneebf 
investigator bias. 



Because of the developmental nature of the palic). process it can be 
diffic-~lt to pinpoint the policy derision - w h e n  it occurred, who decided 
whnt and why. In this research this was not so. Since the decision was 
taken by ISA it appeared in the minutes of that organisation with a 

date and wording. It was therefore easy to identify t h ~  formation 
and implementation phases. Where the timing and actors jnvolved in 
the policy decision is ambiguous, it becomes difficult to clearly delineate 
the formation and implementation phases. 

~y definition a case sludy is not expected to have external vaiidity. The 
findings show u;hick actors Here involved and why they acted as they 
did at each stage of the policy proms; this could prove useful in 
pltznniag or describing the adoption of the IS in a particular country or 
school. External validity is also enhanced by the "thick descripticm" of 
the qualitative method in which environmental factors play an 
:m~ortant role; a vicarious experience of the events is imparted [GuSa 
& ~incoht 1989: -28). This case study provides an intuitive feeling for 
the nuances of the policy pracess which may facilitate judgments as to 
what extent hypotheses are transferable in a similar setting. Since in 
case studies reliability depends on internal and extn nat validity, 
reliability ).is not discussed separately. 

This reseai-h concerns the creaPion and development of the IB which 
was a once-only occurrence and related to a particular set of actors over 
a particular period of time The detaiIed analysis does lead, however, to 
some findings concerning the policy process which are worth testing in 
o:her contexts and which are now discussed. 

Theory Development 

This section considers findings seen against the backgra~tnd of 
established theoretical constructs concerning the policy process and the 
conceptual framework of this study. It is divided into two sxtions: the 
temprd and s&uckwal nature of the policy process, and other 
theoretical considerations. 

Temporal and Siructsrrirf Pr~er t i z s  of fke Policy Process 

The nature of the decision determines the degiee of sequential 
disarrangement throughout the whoIe policy process. A non- 
prescriptive, "disembodied abjective," creative policy decision, such as 
that to proceed with the W, tends to be a once-only occurrence; there are 
no readjustments to the decision ir the light of events pertaining to 
other stages of the policy process since the detail of program design and 
implementation is not specified. The more prescriptive the decision, 
the more i t  is likely to need readjustments resulting from the events of 
other policy gr-S stage. 
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The decision makers and decision stage are the fulcrum around which 
the rest of the policy process is balanced: they are at once the natural 
division and link between the formation and implementation phases 
Without decis~on makers there is no policy process; the decision not to 
make a decision is a valid policy decision. A policy process taka shape 
around a policy decision. The latter must be identified before the policy 
process can tw determined; for example, aggegation and agenda setting 
take on significance only when the decision makers are identified. 

The formation and implementation phases are more temporally 
sequential, with little interaction between them, when the policy 
decision is expressed as a "disembodied objective." This refers to the 
phases only, not to the order of stages wiihin each phase. The one-off 
decision marks the culmination of the fomati3n phase and the 
subsequent begiEning of the implementation phase, providing a 
chronologicai break b e m e n  the two. Where the decision is prescriptive 
in terms of implementation there is much more likelihood of i t  being 
altered as the events of policy process stages unfold &cause 
unforseenpreblems may arise which alter implied or explicit 
lmpiementation directives contained in a decision. Hence the 
formation and implementation phases are less temporally seouential 
where detailed decisions opera&. 

Evaluative feedback during the execution stage may change even the 
problem definition and intentions of the policy makers and so ma te  
interaction between tbe two phases. The same evaluative feedback in a 
creative, once-only, non-prescriptive decision situation will impact 
almost entiiely on t3e implementation stages to readjust the design, 
administration and ewemtion of the policy decision, since the latter 
gives a non-detailed, general direction on1.r. 

In this case study, the stages of the policy formation phase are 
chronologically cumulative: each stage commences later in time and 
then continues in parallel up to and including the policy decision. This 
probums a staggered, sequeniid, overlapping e f k i  whereby the 
duration of each stage in order - problem definition, aggregation. 
agenda setting and policy decision - is progressively shorter. Interplay 
and chronological disarrangement occur between the stages in parallel: 
same agenda setting events, for example, w a r  before later events in 
the problem definition stage. The non-prescriptive nature of the policy 
decisicn may be responsible for this cumulative, rather linear effect. 

By contrast the stages of the implementation phase we temporally 
coextensive md the events of any one stage are in sequential disarray 
with another stage. There is much interplay and backtracking to the 
design and administration stages as a result of Me evaluative feedback 
of the execution stage. This phase is more in line with accepted theory 



that the policy process is quite interactive and not linear. 

Policy process events are not necessarily - 'age-speaEc. Events 
pertaining to more than one stage serve a linkage function between 
stages. In this study these linking events occur within but not across the 
formation and implementation phases. Links between formation and 
implementation stdges are prcrvided by actors, not by events, who are 
present in both phases. Since some actors char,ge catepories when they 
change functions, the link may bt. more indiuidunlly related than 
category related. The influential factors also serve a linking function 
across stages and between the formation and implementation phases. 

When the execution stage occurs as a rcwtitive event over a long 
period of time (such as the IB grogram),~~eadjustment in the light of 
feedback Setomes a per-anent feature of the policy profess and can 
impinge on any one or mole prior stages and on the execution stage 
irseli. In this siudy, att imp;enentation stages had some alterations as a 
result of feedback. A need for innovative ideas, academic rigour ar.d an 
international program perspective attracted many national 
government schools in North America to adopt the I3  during the late 
1970s and hyond .  This eventually had repercussions on the 
adc,inistration stage by requiring ar. earlier IB examination time. 
Similarly the spread of the IB in the southern hemisphere led to the 
establishment of a November IB examination session. 

Other Theorgficai Considzrafions 

Within any given policy process, s*lb policy p r o c f a s  may exist to 
determine and explain the existence af elements for any stage. In this 
case study, the very creation of aggregations was conceptualised in terms 
of actors operating thro.rgSout formation and implementation phases 
in response to influential facton. The policy p&ss is, then, 
convoluted and has a number of potential sub policy processes or 
"boxes within boxes." This shows that policy analysis is a complex, 
rather intricate web of human interplay which can be elucidated by a 
conceptuai frame%ork suck as that uwi  in thi: study. 

P4ultiule Impact of Influential Factors 

Consonant with Systems Theory, the overlapping nature of influential 
factors indicates the complexity of forces bearing upon actors and their 
multiple (rather than single) impact, Some examples follow: 



dfcolonisation & quality of opprhrnity idmlogim, politics, history 
small national d s s  gmupings manrindc, ~ l t u f a i ,  idmlogical 
intematiod alcutticuluin $mspx!ivc fducstinnal, cultural 
accms to universities world-wide demographic, ducstioml 
marketing of !he IB gwgraphk, inter~tianal diffusion 

Influential Factors Other Than Environmental 

In addition to the "traditional" environment& elements of Systems 
Theory - economic, educational, social (historical, geographical, cultural 
and demographic), political, technological, international diffusion - 
there exist other factors which influence action. Environmental factors 
are defined as those societal or institutional conditions external to the 
actor; they develop beyond the control of the individual and may be 
quantifiable by statistical analysis. International diffusion is a factor 
from Comparative Theory which has an important place in the 
environmental context of Systems Theory. These environmental 
factors interact dynamically to affect the actions of individuals engaged 
in the policy process. 

Family welfare, ideologies and self-interest are not environmental 
factors but they influence an individual's behaviour. They are 
.concerns in the minds of actors (which may or may not be shared by 
others or a whole popul~tioni 

. formed by individual thoughts and perceptions 

. personal not public. 

It is clear that environmental elerner-,s alone do  not account for the 
actions of many actors in the development or adoption of the IB. Many 
elite actors and teachers were d h e n  by ideological concern; parents 
were concerned about family welfare; students and university 
admissions officers took and accepted the IB partly out of self-interest. 

Techricrl znllysis is afr?ncfiotl which brings a of sf?jtivity t s  
the policy process and is done by experts. It is part of the process of the 
rational model. In the field of education, program content, philosophy, 
methodology and examination techniques are important aspects of 
t ech~ca i  analysis. 

Properties of Internatio~at Diffusion 

International dispersion in an independent organisation like the IBQ 
cPeates a degree of immunity from party pclitics and other possible 



disturbaccrs on a global scale. If a government decision of a particular 
country adversely affects the IB it will do so only in that country, one of 
stventy-three currently (1993) offering the program. Hence the total IB 
network is sheltered from any major political upheavai somewhere !n 
the world because of the wide geographical spread of s c h ~ l s .  This 
confines political or other effects to one small segment of the overall 
fabric because schmls are l inked (by their cornman subscription to the 
IB program) but ape not inter-dependent in any political or 
administrative sense. Adverse effects therefore remain isolated in one 
small part of the IBO network without spreading to other countries. In 
addition, a number of IB schools are non-state schwls and are therefore 
not obliged to respond to government decrees regarding curriculum 
and testing for example. (On the other hand, all schools in the IB 
network are quite educationally and administratively interdependent 
in all matters concerning the IE program itself.) 

Party plitical and other effects are d m p n e d ,  contained 2nd isolzted 
where the individual clients of an international organisation are 
polittcally and administratively independent of each other. 

Ideofoeies 

The ideological concerns of actors in this study have three impor'ant 
derivations: 
war service 

. employer ideology (the W and its agencies) 
relzgicus commitment. 

Htrowitz 1198% 278) sees ideologies as fickle in developing countries 
but this was not so in relation ta IB actors who stoically maintained 
their ideological path. Whe;l the derivation is deeply emotive and 
p ~ s o n a l ,  the idecrlogy i s  likely to be of life-long duration. This is even 
more applicable in developed countries where there is no compulsion 
to adhere to the changing political ideologim which tend to pervade 
unstabie situations in the so-called 'Third Vforld." 

Policv Adoption 1- 

In keeping with the tenets of Systems Theory, policy adoption feeds 
back into the environment irnd a!ters some of its elements. This impact 
i s  usually intentiond and positive. Factors such as historical context 
and technology remain mtourhgd after the policy implementation 
phase (unless the palicy had a direct bearing on technological 
~rnprovements) 

Where ctients of an international service organisation (for example the 
schools vis-a-vis the IBOf decide to buy the services, an unintentional 
positive effect occurs on the factors of international diffusion and 



geographical spread. The client has not chosen to participate to improve 
these factors. This is distinct from a situation where the intmnationaf 
organisation purposefully opens branches (such as the IBU Regional 
Offices) in different locations around the world. 

The Imaact of Im~lementation on the Policy Dension 

tindblom (1980: 65) says that the implemmtation phase changes 
government policy due to 
incomplete specifications 

. conflicting directions from multiple sources 

. conflicting criteria for application 

. iirnlted competence 

. inadequate resources. 

The fBO did not have a sprawiing, bureaucratic network where 
messages were passed on down in a hierarchical fashion. The non- 
specific nature of the IB policy decision left the details of 
implementation to others, hence the policy itself W as never changed, 
because the intention had b e n  that the program would be designed, 
administered, executed and reshaped during the implementation 
phase Rather, this writer proposes that the more general the policy 
statement, the less likely it is to change during implementation 
particularly in a private enterprise. 

The director-general of IBO, the deputy director-general fXenaud) and 
orhers were educational practitioners who went out into the field to 
take part in the implementation. The contact with policy recipients was 
directly from IBQ in Geneva with currinrlum designers visiting schools 
and organising teacher workshops. The number of people involved in 
the early days was small and they were bound together by common 
ideals, so there were no conflicting 6irstions or criteria of application, 
and workshops and close contact with the Head Office in Geneva gave 
teachers the comptence to deliver the program. 

Where implementors are also actors involved in the formation phase, 
the intent of the policy has little chance of dissipation or major 
alterakion. Again, since the IBO was uncluttered by a large number of 
employees and bureaucratic layers, direct access to clients prevented 
distortions of the policy intent. While finance for the project was not 
always as adequate as it might have been, there were always sufficient 
funds from foundations to move the project forward. 

Qrganisationat Structure and International Diffusion 

Since bureaucratic layers can have a debilitating effect on policy, 
Horowitz (1989: 278) see this effect magnified as policy is diffused across 
international bureaucracies where interpretations may be culturally 



comuming. The IBO is cot a bsireaunacy; the directars of 
the five Regional Offices report to the director-genrrd, and ail matters 
concerning programs and examinations take pIace directly betwpm the 
sch~wl and the Examinations Office in the UK or the Head Office in 
Genava. Comp!ixce with IB regulations and r; adards  is checked by 
regional directurs, and during the annual examinations IBO personnei 
visit a number of schools throughout the worid, unannounced, to 
inspect the prmdures.  

The simpler the organisational structure of the implementation unit 
and the more direct the cuntact between the unit and the clients, the 
less fragmented and dissipated is the policy effect when it is 
internationally difftrsed. 

Interest Group Theory 

Elite and interest group theories have relevance for the IB pllcy 
process. Some elements of the interest group model are more prevalent 
during the formation phase, while aspects of elite theory assume more 
importance during the implementation phase. 

According to i n t e r ~ t  group theory, elites make minor adjustments to 
respond to a range of conflicting interests (Dye 198-4: 37). Elite theory 
progoses that a small group of influential p p l e  close to the decision 
making process shape public opinion (Hofferbert 1574: 353). 

During the formation phase a smali group of key ISA decision makers 
responded to the wishes of an interest group - the Conference af 
Teachers of Social Studies in International Schaclls - but there were no 
competing groups with a different agenda. Rather there was a 
chronotogical succession of likeminded aggfegatioa - CB !19491, 
Cam= for Tearhers Interesfrl ir! !ntmati.ona! Ertecation !1P%?~, E4 
(19511, Conference of Teachers of Soda1 Studies in International 5zhmIs 
(1962) - the last of which was organised by &A, the deckion makers. 
(The 19% conference did not support an international schw1-leaving 
qualification on the grounds that individual cultures would iose their 
identity, but it did recommend an international curriculum 
perspective. This did not, however, constitute a conflicting interest 
group since there was a time lag of twelve years between it and the 1962 
conference which influenced the XSA). 

The weakness of the interitsi group model which h t h  Marman (1981): 
60) and Hofferbert (1974: 137) identify is borne out in this study: the 
emphasis on situations of conflict to produce policies d w s  not allow for 
the role of consensus and integration which can unite groups. During 
the formation stage there were ncr opposing aggregations, and 
consensus, rather than conflict resolution, united the interest group of 



teachers with the intra-elite coalition of the E A .  It follows that the 
policy decision was not incremental but adventurous, in respons to 
the enthusiasm of the teacher interest group. 

The interest group also comprised the future designers and deliverers 
of the program; these actors form& an important !I& &P#-. &e 
aggregation/agenda setting/decisian stages and the inplemenlatton 
phase. The mid studies teachers, as the proponents oi the pol iq  and 
the first designers and deliverers of the IB, ensured unsaambled 
transmissior. of the pi icy intent during the d e s i p  stage in particular. 
Two key actors, ColeBaker (headmaster) and Leach (teacher), alw 
iinked policy formation to implementation, Cole-Baker being actlve 
during all policy process stages. This is in line with misting theory 
which sees interest groups as facilitating or hindering pUq 
implementation depending on their intern& charactemtirrs. Where 
members of zn international group participate in fomatioa end 
implementation stages, ihe final zxecution of the p l i q  will Se more 
faithful to the original intent (as modified through evaluative 
feedback). The relative strategic posit~on and palitics of the government 
are other interest group feahires. The teachers at the s&al studies 
conference were in a g d  tactical position since their "politics" and 
that of IS.& were congruent. 

Good implementation will m a r  if there are few steps and actors 
between the dedsion stage and implementation phase. Xn government 
this is rare, given the size of state agencies, but for IB development the 
ISA decision was transmitted immediately to the b a r d  d the 
International Schml of Geneva (which induded the S A  elite) and 
from there hack to the teachers who had e x p r e s ~ d  the propasd to E A .  
This was rapid (in &e space of a few days) smd there was consensus 
born of ideologies m n ~ m i n g  world pace and a concern a b u t  access to 
universities across the g lob .  Similarly schiiril level 18 decisions in 
Austrdia were free from the complications of m-y 3ierarc:liczl tieis 
through which messages must be reiayd. 'm the early days the IB 
program was often execrutfci in the schools hy teachers wl~o had assisted 
in desigrkag the program. There was a gradual introduction of the IB 
because the p l i q  w2s not compu!sory, unlike most government 
decisions which must be applied to the whole population, thus 
requiring complicated administrative infrastructures. There was, 
therefore, no conflict of objectives nor people pursuing a different 
agenda during the implementation phase. 

It is during the implementation phase that aspects of elite theory 
assume some importance. The small grnup of elite 15A decision makers 
had hierarchical authority over the interest p up (schaol board 
members and headmasters vis-a-vis the teachkrs &I their employ) a ~ d  
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prestige as international actors of some renown. According to existing 
theory, the elite donot implement; they formulate policy and in so 
doing n a y  choose to consider or ignore the practicaiities of 
implementation. While the ISA elite (and others who were later won 
over to the cause) did not deal with the details of implementation - 
program design, administration and execution - they played a very 
active part in shaping international educational opmion at the highest 
political, diplomatic and government levels once the policy had been 
uttered. This may be a characteristic of international policy processes 
where international diffusion of a non-compulsory policy depends on 
positive reception by highly placed individuals in other countries. 

Leverage 

The lever~ge of individuals then assumes great importance. Bauer and 
Gergen's (1%: 197) procedure for recognising leverage was applied in 
this study: by reputation, formal pasition and social participation. This 
writer questions Hofferlsert's (1974.282) rservations about the validity 
of reputation& studies in establishing leverage - that it identifies 
perceived as opposed to aclunl leadership. Influence occurs when 
individuals in reality follow a leader or respond to a suggestior because 
af the qudities they perceive in the leader as an individual or in 
his/her rhetoric. Whether these qualities actually exist is immaterial; 
the fact that they have motivated cooperative action on the part of 
individuals is sufficient. 

The decision to succumb to leverage is itself based, then, on perception. 
The action which foliows usually cunstitutes observable behaviour. It 
would seem that it is sufficient for a "knowledgeable" person to connect 
an individual's behaviour to the influence of an elite actor with whom 
he or she has had contact to establish leverage. This becomes more 
valid where rhe same p!i& B C ! O ~  i s  Lnrvel~ed in mhny recurrences of 
perceived leverage with different individuals or organisations. 

Most of the literature on policy processes speaks of government policy; 
this study gives some insights into institutional policy which can differ 
considerably in the latter the number of policy clients is much more 
manageable and the administrative layers much less cumbersome. 
There are, however, a number of similarities with established theory 
which sees implementation moving through design, administration 
and execution. 

During the design stage "guidelines are developed to prescribe action 
from <he legislahve intent" (Rabinovitz et al1976: 492). Teachers at the 
International School of Geneva, gradually joined by others, designed 
the first IB program and regulations which were then promulgated 
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during the administration stage, ail with the aid of funding from 
foundations. 

Administration 

Andersun {i9&4: 79) sees effective administration of government policy 
depending on the following: 
. sound direction 
. laws, p r d w e s ,  fair play 
other governments - local, state, national 

. interest goups  

. media 

The advent of Petersan as full-time director-general of IBO in 1467 
brought decisive direetion to what had previously 'wen a wdf- 
intention& but leaderless group of idealists under the auspices of the 
ISA and the ISES whose executive officers were very part-time, 
voluntary parents and educators. There were no laws but a set of TB 
regulations was established which would protect equitably the students, 
the schuols and the IBO. IA  set of current regulations is included in 
Appendix 12) Rather than legislative procedures concerning 
rn~nisipal, state and national governments, the IBO had to contend 
wiih governments and ministries of education in other countries 
regarding IB adoption and recognition by universities where the 
education systems were highly centralised. Where schmls and 
urjversities were independent of government direction, IB 
implementation depended on the individual regulations and 
philosophies of institutions. 

Interest groups may facilitate or obstruct implementation. Local 
exarninat~on board authorities were somerimes wary of the is, seeing it 
as a &rear io ihe iocal sciimi-leaving quaiiiicatian either because it 
might repiace it or because it might attract the best students, thus 
Lowering the overall standard of results in the national examination. 
There were, howwer, other examining bodies who couperated dully. 
Parents, students and teachew were supprt i r~e puugs. 

The media control the public perception of government by clever 
editing of comments, by particular emphases and by the amount dad 
frequency of air-time or paper space given to events. As previously 
mentioned, the IS was given good press by elite actors with leverage 
who werere so much in the public eye that they also attracted media 
attentian. Far exampli., lard Mountbatten's appearance at t4e 
International Schaol of Geneva to deliver the first ever IB diplomas in 
1971 was m ~ e r e d  by the Trihutil de GenPt*t The Presidmt of the 
Republic of flevenia presented the first IB diplomas in Ljubljana on 
the 24th ~f Dctobr 192; this event was covered by the lxal  and 
international press in Europe (Cantad - The Journal of the IB Schools 



appeared in international newspapers and magaines such as the 
fizrald Tribune, fnvestrnent international, Financial Tlmes, LYnlI 
Street journal, Times Educnt io~al  Supplement, The lnte~nationnl and 
in many national and local newspapers throughout the world. Learned 
articles on the iB have appeared in numerous educational magazines 
(see ihe Bibliog~aphy). 

The IB was marketed via the media and also in the best way possible - 
by word of mouth from elite actors with international influence in 
high places 

Rabinovitr et ui (1976: 4011 see implementation of government policy 
as enforcement of a Iegal requirement wh~ch is politically feasible 
between contending stakeholders, Compliance with government 
policy depends on the legitimacy of law and the consequent fear of 
punishment, on client self-interest, and on time and usage (Artderson 
1484 102-3). Since we are dealing Gth private institutional policy, there 
1s no r&;uiren 2nt to subscribe to the IB, but participants are expected to 
abide by the re~ulations and are sanctioned if they do not - by cancelling 
their right to offer the IB program. There were no contending stake- 
hokders in If? development. Compliance by students is voluntarily. The 
IB i s  ir. rne self-interest of students who want international university 
acr,-ss and a curricuium with an international perspective. Time and 
u.sage have gzven an institutional character to the KB and have given it 
~nternational credibility as the universities (including the most 
recognised in world) accept It3 studenis 

The reputation of the iorrnulators and implementors had important 
implications. Administrators znd teachers in s c h d  and universities 
were impressed with the academic credentials of Peterson and with the 
standing of the highly ;i~ced people in royalty, government and 
diplomacy who supported the TB. 

TheonceptuaI Framework of this Study 

T'ne framework was chosen to allow for the tripartite, political nature of 
the policv pracess without excluding rational elements: who did what  
and wity? Because policy formation and impfementation cannot be 
explained by a scientific model alone, the actors and the reasons for 
their action assume equal importance here with t!te stages of the policy 
prosess - tne tatter have, moreaver, k n  formuiated so as to 
accornmadate both poiitrcal and rational developments. 

With minor adjustments the model could be applied to international 
policy xnaking and implementation in areas other than education. 



The policy process analjsb of this study isdescriptive in crientation; it 
gives clues as to how policy was made and implemented. Thc exact 
circumstances of IB development cannot be replicated, but the 
framework is useful for planning other forms of international 
cooperation in education and in other spheres; that is, the study has 
some prescriptive ptential which may assist future planning of fB  
developrn~ni or other cross-national policy endeavours (W the section 
in this chapter on "Methodological Considerations"). 

Studies concerning international policy process- in education are 
relatively rare. This study claims a modest contribution to this largely 
untilled field. 

This casestudy andycis should assist educational administrators, both 
at government level and at school level* to understand the complexity 
of the pi icy  process. This should enable them to engage productively 
in shaping policies and in mediating at the levels of school and 
government and between schools and government. The educational 
administrator will appreciate more the environmental and other 
factors which have the potential to influence the behaviou~ of the 
major stake-holders in education: students, parents, teachers, 
administrators, palitidans - at1 of whom are actors in this study 

Future Research Questions 

There is much tilling to be done in the fields of international education 
and international p l i ~  analysis. This study suggests that the following 
r e a r c h  would be of irkrest. 

The effect @ the fB i;;nerintce on subsequent academic and career 
c/~o!cE~. 

What has h e n  the nature of the IB experience for students? ?low have 
they performed at  university and in the pmfesions campard with 
non-IB students7 Since the Oxioid Research Unit ceased in 1974, Phi! 
Tharnas af the International Schml of Geneva has followed up  IB 
diploma ho:ders but there has not been a tongitudinaf, serious study in 
this domain. 

-Fro &at extent is tkr IR surcessftrl in paducing e#cctive glabef 
citizens of the f u t ~ r t ?  

Is it a truly international experience? How does the mTtent, teaching 
r r t e h d o i o g  and schmi setting cantribute to an internaticlnal 
curriculum? What do we mean by "inlernationalism?" 

Wiii the iB  still Ram a place in the new European Cmmunity? 
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The original task of  the tS, ta achieve equivalence far university 
entranei, m a y  k overtaken by inter-gavermental  a g r r ~ m e n b .  
new catch-ward in #e EC is rcciproci&, the  recognition of differences, 
the mutuaf accqtance that diversity is valuable i n  itself because it is 
enriching. The fB has never sought tfi suppress culturai differences, 
quite the  contrary: it purports to give a n  international perspective 
which has meaning only  when  compared t o  national perspectives. 

To what extent nrE teachers nttracted to intepnatimal sck.:als through 
ikeir religious bclcfs? 

Given the objectives of world citizenship and intercultural 
understanding of international shoois ta what extent are Quakers, for 
exampie, found in t h ~ e  schmls  and dws their betief assist the 
maintenartce o f  schwl  objectives? 

What constituencies are inooloed in internatiotiel education and 
infernational schools? 

Now does the curriculum and tota! school program differ between an 
intmnntional and national school? 

Are there signs of international education being auuilnble in national 
schools - sfate and non-stufe? 

How do internationnl policy processes operate in nrens qf agriculture. 
science and social s&ce projects across a number of countries in 
organisations attached to the U N ?  

What p r f  do ideologies play in determining actor behaoiour in the 
poiicy process? 1s there a correlation between the derivation of 
ideologies and their durntion and intensity? Are ideologies in 
develoging countries more fickle thun in developed countries? Why? 

To what extent does self-interest influence an individual's behaviour? 
How can this be most accurately meiisured? 

HOW easy or difficult was ~ccess  to universities by the first IB diploma 
holders from schools in a pnrficulnr country? Did these students 
demonstrate any qualities different from non-IB strrdents? Wkich 
universities in the world present obstacles fa IR diploma holders and 

Whnt are the characteristics of policy formation and imp lmen ta t i~a  
which h u e  led to the ucceptimce and establishment of tfhe IE program 
by edtication authorities or individual schools in particular 
countrizs?Are there differences in 13 adoption in different culturni 



settings? What are the t l m e n t s  ther arcaunt jor these BifJetanres? 

What combinntion of fncfors bane led to the IB being considered, tfirn 
not adopted, by goziernm~nt nuifiorities or indisidual schools in 
particulnr coun:ries? 

Conciusian 

This study has shown which ~ategories of actors beca:anie involved in IS 
development and adoption, and the factors that influenced them. To 
this writer's knowledge, it is the most detailed and rigorous historical 
account of the origins ant! evolution of the IB and the iB Office, and the 
only such study which uses a conceptual framework drawn from the 
field of polisy forrnatior. and irnple !ntation. While case studies are 
not easily h-ansfmable to other sit';=-tons, it  is likely that t h e  findi~gs 
provide important clues rartcerning IB adcption which could k taseftai 
in future promulgation of the IB and in devising implementation 
strategies at a school or system level. 

Policy processes form an important part of the discipline known as 
educational administration. Policies are being formed and 
implemented on a daily basis in schools and educakion systems 
throughout the world. At the national level, this thesis throws some 
light on the subtleties of the policy process. Educational policy analysis 
on an international scale is much rarer. This research has wught to 
explain an international policy process in education with the assistance 
of a three dimensional concepp~al framework r:-5ich might be used for 
other such processes in education or in other fields by adjusting ;he 
elements ta be found on nte axes. In such qtaditative case studies 
"ihnowiedbe depends on Cte development of a refined judgment" 
rather than on the incontrovertible demonstration of the scientific 
approach (Husen 8r Posaethwaite 1985: 3%0). 

It is hoped that the framework of this study, which is original to the best 
of this writef s knowledge, wit1 provide a way for future policy analysis 
on an iriiemationai or national scale, and wikhin or without the fie!b of 
ecl~leationai administration, 

The study is not without weaknesses. Grd::tions of influence by the 
factors on h AD axis are not shown in tkir cuair vac= of the 
conceatual framework although such nuances are addressed to some 
extent in the discussion. Where a factor is considered by the researcher 
to have significant influence it is included, but its influence relative to 
other factors is more difficult to determine in most instances. Moreover 
the factors often overlap thus reducing the ability to pin-point accurately 
the impact of single influences. 

Similarly the degree of involvement of actors i s  not illustrated in the 
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conceptual framework, While all significant actors that the researcher 
knows of are included, the relative contribution of each in terms of 
time and energy is not always easy to determine although this d w s  not 
detract too much from the overall analysls of actors' behaviour. 

It would hzve k n  valuable to have interviewed the very first students 
in the 1960s and early 1970s who took the IB during 'he experimental 
period. While the names are obtainable from IBO examination results, 
finding their present whereabouts in the world would be less simple 
but nc: impossible in some cases. This avenue was not pursued. 

The study could have k n  enhanced by including some schools and 
governments which considered offering the IS and then rejected the 
idea. This might have given a more balanced view of the IB by schools 
in general and other insights into the policy processes which led to a 
deasion not to profeed. 

DCES the conceptual framewfirk preclude an angle cf vision which 
ivould have been more reveding? Does it discourage an alternative, 
equally valid perspective in plicy-ariented research? There is always a 
danger of remaining within the same mental framework which saw 
the "problem," of arriving at only those findings which leave 
prejudices undisturbed, which legitimate the current mind-set and 
which avoid other challel -ing interpretations. The premise on which 
the conceptual model is p r h  kated guides the discussion but also 
canstrains the analysis to its & arameters. In building the model, a 
process of abstraction, selection and simplification crccurred to identify 
the sets of related assumptions which had a bearing on the policy 
process. This i s  not a weakness of this study a5 such because the research 
purports to offer a particular approach to policy-oriented research; it is, 
howwer, but one mare perspective amongst many passible ways of 
interpreting the policy process and must be seen as such. Other 
assumptions may be equally valid and lead to other models and other 
interpretations. 

l 
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Candidates for the Dipioms wtshlng to offer subjects in excess of tria slr 

required as deftnsd tn Arttcla 2 may register a t  CeGrfrate candtdaies fur 
the eX1:a 3ubjects 

Candldates who have heen awardedihe Diplomaand who resit oneormore 
subjects to improve their grade@) wil l  be ciassified as Resit candidaZesand 
will receiveaCeittiicate indrcating ttreresult(s) obtained 8t tneresit+wiorr. 

Candidates who do not swk the award of the Diploma may antar tor one or 
several subiects. provided thaithe number of hours ofstudy foreach subject 
recommended in Article 2 has been completed. Such candidat- w ~ l l  be 
ciassifted as Gertlfitate candidates and wiil ieceive a tertificste indicating 
the resultis) obtained~ 

Article 13 

iiesuitsobtained by a Cenificatecandidatecannot subsequently contribule 
to the award of  a Diploma for thal candidate. 




